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ALIUS CREATED CARDINAL
Prelate To Receive Red Hat
At Consistory December 15

Card. Spellman Will
Be Honored By B.C.
Francis Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop of New
York, will be granted an Honorary Degree at Boston College at a Special University Convocation
December Bth. The ceremony will be held at Roberts
Centre at 3:45 P.M., the degree being conferred by
Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., president of the

By JOHN

university.
Attending the Convocation will be Knights of
Malta, Knights and Ladies of the Holy Sepulchre,
delegations from state and diocesan organizations,
civic and ecclesiastic leaders, clergy of the Archdiocese and religious orders, and presidents of the
Catholic Colleges and Universities in New England.
Also attending will be relatives of the Cardinal,

who is a native of Whitman, Mass.
Cardinal Spellman received his collegiate education at Fordham University, conducted by the
Jesuits. On the day of his graduation in 1911 he
announced to his parents that he planned to study
for the priesthood. As a Seminarian, he was sent
to Rome to study and was ordained in 1916; he
celebrated his first Mass at St. Peter's in Rome.
The roots of his life as a priest are in Boston.
His first assignment was a curate at All Saints
Church, Roxbury. After two years he became associated with the PILOT, Archdiocesan weekly in
Boston, and later became its editor.
Rome was the next assignment for the brilliant
priest, where a year later he was named a monsignor. In a dramatic episode in 1931, he was flown
out of Rome with the Pope's anti-Fascist Encyclical which was given to the Associated Press for
world-wide distribution. Subsequently, he was elevated to the Bishopric, being the first American
consecrated a Bishop in St. Peter's.
The same year he returned to his native Massa- OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF ARCHBISHOP CUSHING
chusetts as Auxiliary Bishop to William Cardinal ON ELEVATION TO THE CARDINAL ATE:
O'Connell. He labored in the Archdiocese for seven
"In behalf of all the priests, religious and faithful of the Arch(Continued on Page 10)
diocese of Boston and throughout New England, I am grateful to Pope
John XXIII for the honor His Holiness has conferred upon me.
"In this expression of gratitude I include the people of all religious
faiths and their spiritual leaders. They have always been most friendly
to me and I have endeavored at all times to cooperate with them in
whatever pertained to the welfare of the community.
The Boston College Dramatic Society will present
"The honor of being made a Cardinal belongs not alone to me but
the first New England production of Jean Girau- especially to all those for whom and with whom I have worked in
doux's fable Ondine on November 21 and 22 at the
was entrusted to me. In very truth they have prayed
Campion Hall auditorium, under the direction of whatever position
me into the various phases of my priesthood.
Rev. Joseph Larkin, S.J.
"To be a priest is the greatest call one could receive from AlOndine is the fantasy of a Medieval knight who
gives up his fiancee at court to marry the young mighty God. Any other dignity comes through His Vicar, the Sovereign
Pontiff.
girl he found in a poor fishing village. This com"Trying at all times to live as a simple priest, I have endeavored
monplace situation is complicated by the fact that
to fulfill whatever duties my place in the priesthood required. That
young
girl
the
is an ondine, a water spirit.
program will be continued.
It is this difference, slight but decisive, that
"Please pray that I may succeed so that I shall be a better instruOndine differs from the conventional play. Ondine ment of God to bring souls nearer to Him, the source of all sanctity,
belongs not to the demimonde but to the kingdom happiness and peace."
of the sea. She represents and is the elemental
(Signed) RICHARD CARDINAL CUSHING
power of water, the spirit of the sea, a spirit, inArchbishop of Boston
cidentally, who has reduced more«
than one man from a life of re-

CARDINAL'S STATEMENT

ONDINE TONIGHT

spectable domesticity.

Thus Ondine is a domestic drama,
with a difference. It is the drama
of nature which strives to domesticate itself out of love of man,
the drama of man, who, once he
has caught a glimpse of the world
beyond reality, can never more reconcile himself to the conventional
life of his fellows.
Ondine was first produced in
Paris in 1939 and came to Broadway in 1954. It was last seen in
Boston that year in the out-oftown tryout of the production
which starred Audrey Hepburn
and Mcl Ferrer. This present D.S.
production will use the same translation, Maurice Valency's, as was
used in the 1954 show.
Appearing in the leading roles
will be George Holland as Hans
and Frances Bessom as Ondine.
James O'Hearn and Flora Mclaughlin are Ondine's foster-parents Auguste and Eugenic and
Leo Kearney plays the Old One
(the King of the Sea). The sup(Continued on Page 10)

Holy Name Union To Sponsor
Combined Glee Club Concert

At Symphony Hall this Sunday
evening, the 80 voices of the Boston College Glee Club will blend
in song with the 160 voices of the

combined Glee Clubs of Emmanuel
College and Newton College of the
Sacred Heart under the auspices
of the Archdiocesan Union of Holy
Name Societies.
Mr. C. Alexander Peloquin, recently back from a summer of
music research in Europe, is again
conductor-composer of the three
glee clubs, and this is his fourth
year as director of the Boston College Glee Club. In a pre-concert
quote, Mr. Peloquin states that
"this year's new members are
proving to be highly talented musically and this concert should be

music critic of the Pilot, is recording the concert sitereophonically;
and Archdiocesan Radio is making
a tape for its own purposes".
PROGRAM
Te Deum
Flor Peeters
Benedictus Es, Domine
Leo Survely
Psalm VIII
Brahms
Improperium
Woollen
Peloquin
Credo
Prayer
Humperdinck
Pilgrims Chorus
Wagner
Chorus of the Cigarette Girl
Bizet

Anvil Chorus
Scene

Verdi

Moussorgsky

Reapers Song

Bohemian Folk Song
of Little Ladies
Sullivan
"In fact, the program is being
recorded by three different sources. Finale from"The Gondoliers"
Sullivan
Veritas Records is planning to
The Leather Bottle
English Folk Song
Medley
WE HAVE NOW GONE 909 DAYS WITHOUT
Victor Herbert
Supplementing the 240 voices of
A UNIVERSITY-WIDE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
the three glee clubs will be John
(Continued on Page 10)
most rewarding."

Comes

a Train

The highest ecclesiastical honor which the Catholic Church can confer short of the Papacy itself
has been received by an alumnus of Boston College: Archbishop Richard J. Cushing has been raised
to the Sacred College of Cardinals.
The 63-year-old spiritual leader of the over
1,500,000 Catholics of the Archdiocese of Boston
officially received the news from Apostolic Delegate Amleto Cicognani?himself raised to the cardinalate?last Sunday evening. The Archbishop thus
assumes the full dignity of his predecessor, William
Cardinal O'Connell, also an alumnus of Boston College.
DONATES NURSING SCHOOL
The Cardinal-designate has been one of Boston
College's most generous benefactors. He has presented to the University the complete cost of the
construction of the School of Nursing on the Chestnut Hill campus. (The architect's design of the new
building will appear in the 40th anniversary issue
of The Heights.) He has also given his support to
the new athletic and dormitory facilities on campus.

BY JESUITS
Earlier Sunday evening, Archbishop Cushing had
received another rare title. At a reception tended
him by Boston College High School, the Archbishop
was made a Founder of the Society of Jesus, an
extremely rare honor which was given him because
of the extensive support he has given Jesuit educational institutions. A Founder of the Society is
the recipient of enormous spiritual benefits.
An unprecedented outpouring of public tributes
to the new Cardinal by Church leaders of all denominations followed the announcement. Common
to all the tributes were expressions of appreciation
of Abp. Cushing's dedicated work and prayers for
his continued good health.
HONORED

WILL FLY TO ROME DEC. 10
The Prelate is scheduled to fly to Rome Dec. 10th
to accept the Red Hat from Pope John XXIII. The
Vatican Consistory, at which the 22 other newly
designated Cardinals will officially receive their
titles with Archbishop Cushing, will be held Dec.
15th.
The Archbishop's reaction to the news of his
elevation was typically humble. Asked what in his
belief had been the reason for his elevation, the
Archbishop replied, "There are those who become
Cardinals because of extraordinary and personal endowments and the great personal contributions
which they have made to the life of the Church.
However, in my instance, I feel that my selection
is a tribute to the one and one half million religious
people in the Archdiocese of Boston." Asked about
(Continued on Page 10)

Statements of President and Council

produce a record; Paul St. George,

Coronation

GALLIVAN

Statement of Very Rev. Michael Official Statement of The Campus
P. Walsh, S.J., President of Bos- Council to His Eminence, Richard
ton College:
Cardinal Cushing.
"All men of Boston College, stu- Your Eminence:
dents, faculty and alumni are
"The students of Boston College
proud and grateful to God and to beg you
to accept our congratulaOur Holy Father for the elevation tions and filial good wishes on
of our most distinguished alumnus your being honored as a Jesuit
to the honor and office of Prince founder and on your election to
of the Church.
the Sacred College of Cardinals.
"We join with all the people of We proudly claim your first colBoston and the Archdiocese in our
lege as our own and salute your
congratulations to His Eminence life-long
fulfillment of Boston ColRichard Cardinal Cushing.
lege's motto."
"We will continue to pray that
We have the honor to be,
God will bless him with long years
Eminence,
Your
and
happiness
of health
in the
The Campus Council
service of his people and the
Church."
Boston College

Anniversary Issue Due December
In celebration of its fortieth
anniversary, The Heights will publish a special fortieth anniversary
issue the week of the Holy Cross
football game. The issue will be
printed as part of the game program.

6

lege as seen through The Heights,
a history of The Heights, a history
of the Holy Cross-B.C. rivalry, the
best pictures from The Heights
down through the years, and a
page of the major headlines in
Featured in the issue will be Heights history. A special section
histories of the physical and intel- will feature things to come for
lectual development of Boston Col- B.C. and for The Heights.

©tje
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Economic Seminar
To Convene Here
On Thursday afternoon, December 4, 1958 the First Educator's
Economic Seminar of 1958-59 will
be conducted at the Boston College
School of Education. This series is
held in conjunction with the Citizen
Seminars, which were established
five years ago for the purpose of
acquainting the school people of
Greater Boston with the Fiscal,
Economic and Political Problems of
Greater Boston.
The Educator's Economic Seminars will have as their theme this
year "Metropolitan Boston: The
Gateway to the World." Under this
topic shall be examined the possibilities of Boston as a port and
as an airport. Special study will be
given to the problem of the economic interdependence of the core
city and its metropolitan neighbors.
These Seminars are co-sponsored
by the New England Economic Education Council, and the College of
Business Administration and the
School of Education at Boston Col-
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Annual ROTC Mass
Set For St. Ignatius

B.C. English Academy
Holds First Meeting
The newly formed Boston College English Academy conducted
its first meeting November 12 in
the Senior Lounge. This meeting,
chiefly for organizational purposes,
was attended by twenty-four selected senior English students who
will be joined later by six juniors.
Election of officers was held at
this meeting and the results were

as follows: President, Brian McNiff, A&S '59; Vice-President, protern, William Sullivan, A&S '59, his
office shall be vacated in favor of
a Junior in January; SecretaryTreasurer, Mary Watts, Sch. of Ed.
'59. Mr. Leo Hines of the English
department is the moderator of
this academy. As its express purpose, the Academy hopes to help
foster the intellectual and the cultural development of the English
students, both with reference to
English and to other subjects. Prepared papers and discussions, lectures, and consideration of various
phases of major problems in literlege.
ature will all form integral parts
Principals and members of their of subsequent meetings.
staffs interested in these problems
are invited. The Seminar will de- and historian will give an address
velop its special theme, "Seaport on the "Highlights in the Maritime
and Airport in Retrospect" with History of Massachusetts" and
the presence of three authorities Crocker Snow, Director of Aeroon their subject. Ephraine A. Brest, nautics, Commonwealth of Massachairman Massachusetts Port Au- chusetts will speak on"The Bethority, will examine this year's ginning of the Air Age in Metrotheme. Edward Roe Snow, lecturer politan Boston.

The annual Boston College ROTC
Military Mass will be celebrated
on December 4 at 3:15 in Saint
Ignatius Church. All cadets will
march from the campus to the
church and following Mass will
march back to the campus.
On the same day the names will
be announced of the permanent
Distinguished Military Students
who are those who have demonstrated highest qualities of military discipline, leadership and
ability during their years in college and their six weeks of summer camp. Tentative DMS awards
are made at the end of each class'
junior year and must be upheld
during the summer camp training
between the junior and senior
years. Formal presentation of DMS
(Heights?Photo by Jack Mullen)
Pictured above from left to right at recent Humanities Lecture are: awards to designated cadets is made
Reverend Terence L. Connolly, S.J., Ph.D., Director of Libraries; Very during the senior year.
The award entitles the cadet to
Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., and W. H. Auden.
accept a regular army commission
upon graduation, if he so desires.
If the cadet chooses to turn down
Twelve varsity basketball games, and eleven varsity hockey
the regular army commission he
games, will be features of the winter sports program at Roberts
enters his active duty on the usual
Center and McHugh Forum. Student admission policies to these
reserve commission.
events will follow the same procedure as with football games.
Numbered stubs from the A.A. booklets may be exchanged at the
The Gold Key will sponsor a
ticket windows in the foyer of the gym for tickets in the special
dance in Campion Hall immediately following the Holy Cross
student sections. Student prices will be $1.00 for all games except
rally. Tickets must be
Game
the openers which will cost $1.25.
purchased in advance from
Chairman James Tonra, CBA or
of members of the Gold Key
1
Society. Tickets will not be sold
COLLEGE WEEK IN
at the door.
\u25a0

coupon Ralphs Restaurant -L
SPAGHETTI - MACARONI - RAVIOLI
SERVED EVERY DAY
TUES., THURS., AND SAT. ARE ROAST BEEF DAYS

NONE OF OUR MEALS ARE OVER 95c
545 WASHINGTON ST.
BRIGHTON
(1 Mm. from Lake St.)
Oak Sq.
DINNERS SERVED 'TIL 7:30 P.M.
THIS "AD" ENTITLES YOU TO A FREE BEVERAGE

]siss| BERMUDA
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MARCH 28 - APRIL 3
Round Trip
By Air
7 GLORIOUS DAYS AT THE FABULOUS
MONTGOMERY COTTAGES
Adjacent to Elbow Beach
one Full meal per day
Contact
John O'Conner A&S "59"
Bob (Luke) Latkany CBA "59"
JA 4-3540
LA 7-9835
?

Visit, Phone, Write

f

CONTACT
LENS
77 SUMMER ST.
BOSTON
Liberty 2-1929
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Change to LSM and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste/ Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's DM combines these two essentials
THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE! \u25a0|| of modern smoking enjoyment less tars and more taste ?in one great cigarette.
Who would believe you could get college I
?

111I l credits by watching TV? But television now (pf§
offers daily classes in atomic physics and over 300 colleges and universities across
the nation are giving credit for TV courses.
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Overflow Crowd
At Rink Opening
A capacity crowd was on hand
to witness last Friday's inaugural
Ice Show dedicating the McHugh
Forum. In his speech preceding
the performance Very Reverend
Michael P. Walsh hailed the completion of the auditorium-arena.
He praised alumni, faculty and
student contributions to the newest
unit on campus.
The president of the Alumni Association, Dr. Christopher J. Duncan, '24 reminded the audience of
the illustrious career of Rev. Patrick J. McHugh, S.J., for whom
the rink was named. "Father McHugh", he said, "was an able administrator, and a zealous priest
who won the respect, admiration
and devotion of many undergraduates who were 'his boys' during
the thirteen years he served as Miss Carol Heiss is pictured above going through her vast repertoire
Dean of Studies".
of spins, jumps, and whirls which kept a standing room only crowd
The expressed opinions of many spellbound
for the balance of her performance. The occasion was the
formed the general concensus, that
dedication of the new McHugh Forum sponsored by the Alumni Assothe Ice Show was one of the most ciation.
entertaining programs presented
on campus this year. The stars,
Miss Carol Heiss and Mr. Alan
Hayes Jenkins were assisted by a
company of high-caliber skaters,
including Frank Muckian, CBA '60.
Miss Heiss performed magnifiFather J. Frank Devine, S.J.,
The Sociology and Psychology
cently, displaying the grace and has announced the establishment Club is sponsoring a Social Work
skill which won for her the Na- of two weekly meetings for the Careers Program which is schedtional, North American and World convenience of the Sodalists. A uled for Tuesday, November 25th,
Championship titles. She repre- meeting will be held on Monday at 3:00 P.M. in Lyons 117. The
sents America's hopes for the 1960 at 2 P.M. and Thursday at 3 P.M. program will be divided into two
Women's Championship.
Room 203 of the Student Activities parts: the first, consisting of a
Miss Heiss' co-star, Mr. Alan Building will be the site.
thirty minute movie dealing with
Hayes Jenkins presented a strikEach Sodalist should select one Incipient Delinquency, entitled "The
ing and unusual interpretation of of the meetings either on Monday Boy with a Knife"; the second will
the "Birth Of The Blues". Mr. or Thursday as his regular week- be a discussion period on "OpporJenkins is a four-time winner of ly meeting. Father Devine will be tunities in the Field of Social Work."
the National Championship, and in his office after 3 P.M. for the
It will be presided over by David
the holder of the 1956 Olympic remainder of the month for con- Kantor, Alcoholism Commission Cohighlights
included,
title. Other
the sultation. He will be happy to in- ordinator for Mass., and Research
presentation of the "Greatest Show terview all interested in joining Associate in Social Relations at
on Earth", featuring the entire the Sodality.
Harvard.

New Schedule Of
Sodality Announced

Film To Be Shown
By Psychology Club

3

Forum Members
Provide Tickets

Christopher Dawson
At Honors Seminar
Christopher Dawson, who occupies the Chauncey Stillman Chair
in Catholic Studies at Harvard
University, conducted an Honors

Seminar on American Catholicism
Honors Program students only
on Wednesday, November 19th at
3:00. The seminar lecture was
based on two volumes: The Intellectual Life by John Tracy Ellis,
and Religion and Culture by Mr.
for

Dawson.

Mr. Dawson, who attended Trinity College, Oxford, and studied
economics under Cassel in Sweden,
is a convert to Catholicism from
Anglicanism. He is also the author
of the Making of Europe, one of
a five volume work on world history.

Essentially Mr. Dawson is a
philosophical historian, but he is

also an expert on both Oriental
and Western history. He has given
the British Academy annual mastermind lecture on Edward Gibbon
and the Gifford lecture of Edinburgh University. Since 1941, he
was Editor of the Dublin Review.

OLD VIENNA

Under the tutelage of Reverend
Robert J. McEwen, S.J. the Boston
College Public Affairs Forum has
initiated a new concept in student
information programs.
Students who have been selected
for membership in the Forum, reflect a cross section of every major
activity and service organization
on campus. These students will be
provided with tickets for coming
lectures and they in turn will dispense tickets for coming Forum
programs to students who are interested in civic, political and educational affairs.
The next Forum will feature the
Mayor of Cleveland, Honorable
Anthony Celebreeze who will lecture on civic improvement. Tickets
may be obtained from the following students: Terence P. Logan,
Robert W. Connelly, John Cremin,
George T. Dunne, William Fawcett,
Paul Harrington, Arthur Kaplan,
Christopher C. Morton, John J.
Madden, Martin F. Nolan, John
O'Connor, Vincent M. O'Reilly,
John Thompson, John Wiseman,
Martha Zimmerman, Arthur Madden, Thomas Murray, Paul Broughton, Joseph Lucas, James McCormack, and Richard Sylvester.

- LITTLE

HOFBRAU

1316 Commonwealth Aye. (Just 5 minutes from the college)
Minute Sirloin Steak
Onion Rings,

French Fried Potatoes, Chef Salad, Rolls and Butter

Tenderized Veal Cutlets
Sauerkraut or Knockwurst
Boiled Potato, Rolls and Butter

The rink was opened for general
public skating following the exhibition.

W.

Edward

Callahan, Jr.,

a
Senior B.S. Biology and Mary C.
McHale, a Senior Biology major in
the School of Education, have been
appointed as Co-Editors of"The
Scope" for 1958-59. "The Scope" is

UIILULI

.'.

Nothing satisfies like

CHESTERFIELD KING

U I NUCLEAR PHYSICIST

published by the Biology Department and is edited by the mem-

bers of the Mendel Club.

An organizational meeting was
held on Thursday, Nov. 20, at
which the editors met with the
students who were interested in
becoming members of the staff. An
invitation was extended to all Biology students to submit papers for
publication.

ELCTRI TYPING
Professors and students commend my beautiful electric typing. Ph.D., Master and Honors theses;
Reports, Law Briefs, and manuscripts of all descriptions expertly typed. ..Fast, accurate service.
Excellent references. (Clip ad and save)
Call: Mrs. Allen?Hl 2-1561

f\oblnkooci
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TErV ACRES

ROUTE

20

(OFF ROUTE
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Whipped Potatoes, Fresh Peas, Rolls and Butter

company.

Biology Publication
Picks New Officers

99^

128)

WAYLAND, MASS.

Parties Are Our Specialty
Plan Your Holiday Party Now

DANCING

EVERY
NIGHT
SHERWOOD'S ORCHESTRA

CALL ELMWOOD 8-2591

99(5
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LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO CAMPUS EVENTS
CHICAGO
BOSTON
This is THE weekend for two of our major campus activities. To420 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
night and tomorrow night, the Dramatic Society presents "Ondine" at
Campion Hall. Admission is $1.
Then on Sunday evening the Boston College Glee Club, together
with those of Emmanuel College and Newton College of the Sacred
Heart, will hold a joint concert at Symphony Hall. Tickets for this
We had ocoasion to note with a certain degree popular,
annual event are priced at $1.50, $2, and $2.50.
a lecture
an
account
of
satisfaction
self-righteous
of
Two fine films are scheduled by the B.C. Film Society this week.
University
of
Jacob,
Dr.
of
the
by
Philip
E.
given
an outstanding Mexican drama entitled
Pennsylvania, at a Dartmouth convocation. The doc- This evening at 6:30 and 8:30
"The Young and the Damned" will be shown. This is a realistic movie
tor's thesis was: "The pivot of the value system on
juvenile delinquency. The Marx Brothers' famous "Night at the
which pervades the campus is an absorbing self- Opera"
will be featured on Tuesday at 7:30. Both of these classics may
to
a
more
concise
interest." It wouM be difficult find
be
seen
for only 50 cents a performance.
and forceful analysis of the major fault of modern
Don't forget to tune in tomorrow afternoon at 1:15 when WEEI
college students than this simple indictment of ego(590) broadcasts the 8.C.-Clemson game directly from Clemson, S.C.
centricity.
AT
this,
OUR NEIGHBORS'
A substantial percentage of the students in
The annual yearbook benefit dance will take place this evening at
and every other university, undertake a course of
college studies simply to attain a higher income, or the Regis College gym from 8 to 12. An enjoyable night is promised
for the sum of $1
Don't forget the Benefit Dance sponsored by
a better social standing, or to forestall the unpleasantness of going to work for a living. Having the Sodality of B.C. Intown at the Hotel Lenox tonight.
"Street Scene" will be presented by the Drama Club of BU tonight
initiated their careers on this lofty scale, they gear
their entire academic career to the goals of self- and tomorrow at the University Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue.
aggrandizement (in a purely material way) and AROUND TOWN
Combined Chi Rho Clubs are sponsoring a Fall Fantasy in Sacred
comfort. The object is to enjoy oneself to the highest
possible degree and, under no circumstances, to sac- Heart Hall in Roslindale tonight. The music is by Hal Donahey and
Sunday evening there will be
rifice one's personal interest to such extrinsic factors refreshments will be served for $.99
as the good of the university or the good of the a Jazz Concert at St. Jude Hall on Main St. in Waltham at $1.
William Worthy, special news correspondent for CBS, will discuss
community. All sense of social responsibility land
dedication to higher goals is objuscated in an over- his trip to Red China at Ford Forum on Sunday, Nov. 23 at 8. The
whelming wave of self-concern. We hasten to add Forum Lectures are held in Jordan Hall.
"Cold Wind and Warm" is the title of a new play at the Colonial.
that while the above concern is most frequently
manifested on an individual level, it is also observed Worcester is the setting for this drama that will be in Boston till the
A program of French music will be presented by the New
in the transference of such unenlightening self in- 29th
terest to a group or club, which is advanced and/or England Conservatory of Music on Monday, Nov. 24, at 8:30 in Jordan
The Krainis
protected at the expense of the overall best interests Hall. The public is invited; no tickets are required
Baroque Ensemble will play the music of Handel at the Sanders Theatre
of the university.
We dare say that we can think of very few ac- on Nov. 24.
Tony Bennett is appearing at Blinstrubs until Sunday
"Home
tivities which will defer their own interests to those
of the university with any observable degree of con- Before Dark", filmed in Boston and Marblehead has just opened at
sistency. We can recall, on the other hand, a fair the Keith Memorial.
number of instances in which we have observed or- PLAN AHEAD
ganized groups to behave in such a manner as to
Get your tickets now for the dedicatory hockey game at the Mcdefinitely detract from the overall harmony, reputa- Hugh Forum when Boston College meets Harvard on November 29th.
tion, or effectiveness of the university. The Thurs- Don't forget the basketball dedication either. That will be 8.C.-Holy
day Evening Mumbledypeg Club must be the biggest Cross at Roberts Center on December 4th.
And then comes the big football weekend against Holy Cross. Friand richest club on campus; it must have the best
parties and make more noise than any other club. day Dec. sth, the Gold Key Society will sponsor their annual float
Those administrators and lesser clubs who willingly parade and rally, to be followed by a skating party at the Rink. After
or otherwise stand in the way shall incur the full the game on Saturday, of course, is the Victory Dance at the Sheraton
Plaza.
rage of the members of Thursday Evening MumShakespeare enthusiasts must order tickets now for the Old Vie
bledypeg Club?woe unto them, their children and
Company performances at the Shubert. On January 12-14 is "Hamlet",
their children's children.
The magnificent ignorance of individuals who on the 15th "Henry V" and "Twelfth Night" on the 16th and 17th. Mail
choose to express their loyalty to the university by orders should be sent NOW to the Old Vie Company, 143 Newbury
painting her name over certain sections of Common- Street, Boston.
Don't Forget These Dates:
wealth Avenue or by wearing her colors into whatNov. 21-22?"Ondine"
ever habitats their baser instincts led them, is too
patently contemptible to even merit verbal conNov. 24?French music at Jordan Hall
Nov. 29?Basketball Dedication
demnation. The same silent scorn covers the actions
of the more obstreperous fans at Saturday's conJan. 12-17?Old Vie Company at Shubert
tests, those who neglect to charge out the books
they take from the library, and the rest of the general run of clods who serve to remind us that even
ivory towers are not sufficient to create a Utopia
here on earth.
"A man should seek great glorie and not broad"?Ben Johnson. A
Applied to activities, however, this selfishness
and inconsideration is frequently either hidden from year or so ago Allen Tate had occasion to remark that the Boston
the public view or protected by such maxims as "A College English Department was preeminent among all the other Destrong Thursday Evening Mumbledypeg Club means partments on the East Coast in its undergraduate standards. Without
a strong Boston College". The egocentricity of the a doubt, such preciseness must chiefly be laid to the quiet and unasclubs, senates and organizations is a vacillating and suming efforts of the Chairman of the Department, Dr. Edward F.
nebulous quantity. It is however a factor to be dealt Hirsh.
with and eliminated.
Dr. Hirsh's work as a department chairman is by no means as conOur own suggestion, which we hope does not spicuous as the overall administration work that generally brings outsound overly pompous, is that every club, circle, side notice and comment to a university. The secret of "his" greatness
senate, workshop, clique, fraternity, and so on band consists simply in having done a most ordinary and routine job in a
together in at least one unified project for the ben- most extraordinary manner.
efit of the university "per se" every year. We could
Doctor Hirsh is the first person to gruffly deny any sentimental
suggest the raising of money to add to the library, claims to nobility or paternal satisfaction in the teaching profession,
the erection of a shrine on some part of the campus, much to the dismay of the occasional disciples who seek to follow his
support (not mere acceptance) of a charity drive path. Keeping his own views on the subject in mind, we shall not descend
and so forth. The point is simply that if there is to to a maudlin description of the sacrifices, privation, and selflessness
be competition among the clubs on campus, let's get which are an essential part of Dr. Hirsh's continued stay at Boston
together and channel it into constructiveforces which College. The important point is that as citizen, father, academic exwill effect the university's advancement rather than ecutive and, above all, as teacher of men, Dr. Hirsh is unique in both
detract from her reputation.
the calibre of his standards and in the record of his achievements.
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Peerless Pedagogue

A series of pre-opening accidents failed to dampen
Blithe Spirit, a sparkling Noel Coward comedy, presented last Sunday evening by the Emmanuel College
dramatic society. Singularly interesting was the fact
that the role of CHARLES COMDOMINE was played
by the show's director, Charles Kelly, A&S '58. Another thespian familiar to the B.C. stage, Larry Gleason, attempted to fill the role of a society surgeon.
The story of the play concerns a "miature", sophisticated couple whose present marriage is beset by the
appearance of the ghost of her husband's first wife,
ELVIRA. Her spirit has been accidently summoned
during a seance presided over by MADAME ACARTI,
a delightful acquaintance of the Condomines. This
seance was arranged for the purpose of entertaining
Dr. and Mrs. BRADMAN. An awareness of the apparition did not dawn until the hosts were alone, and
discussing the performance of Madam Acarti.
Elvira's entrance further complicated the situation by her being visible and audible to only her
former spouse and ETHEL, the maid (and of course,
the audience). Ruth Condomine (the living wife) suspected Charles of, first, becoming an alcoholic, then,
a psychotic, when he began addressing his former
wife and carrying on a one-sided conversation, seemingly, with the fireplace. Ruth's suspicion fades into
a consuming jealousy when Elvira proves her presence.
Charles' ego swells as both women fight for his
undivided interest. Elvira the vamp versus Ruth the
goddess?a struggle built for laughs! Upset by the
intensity of the melee, Charles pleads with Elvira to
return to the "other world", but this, he learns is beyond her power. Instead, she "obliges" by setting a
trap so that Charles will join her in spirit. Her plan,
however, backfires and she finds Ruth to be her soul
companion for eternity. The two create an ever
greater din now that Ruth has dropped her handicap
and Charles is so bereft that he calls Madame Arcati.
With the assistance of Ethel the two demons are
spirited away. Their violent exit doesn't fluster
Charles in the least, as he goes a-hunting for the
third time.
Barbara Talbot, as Ruth, gave credible presentation as a drawing room wife, with only slight excursions from the role. Additionally, her few memory
lapses were professionally concealed by her visits to
the family cigarette box.
As Charles Condomine, Mr. Kelly played the role
with a subtle suaveness that often times carried hesitant dialogue over hazardous interludes.
The character of Dr. Bradman, played by Larry
Gleason, came across the footlights as a unique mixture of Dr. Watson and Phil Silvers. He seemed to
appreciate his naughty lines as much as a six-yearold, the thrill of his first cornsilk cigarette.
Mrs. Bradman's entrance much resembled a little
girl dressed up in mommy's clothes; print dress, high
heels, lipstick?the works. Her performance, however,
challenges any adverse criticism.
Madame Arcati's role was so jazzed up, with low
comedy antics, that if this reviewer didn't know Ellen
Kelly better, he would suspect that the martinis she
imbibed on stage were for real. The role was difficult,
but a mode demanding interpretation would have held
the golden reward of "well done". Of Dolores Timbas
it must be conceded, "she knew her lines".
The overall entertaining evening would not have
been possible had it not been for the gals behind the
gals behind the footlights.

CROSS VICTORY DANCE
DECEMBER 6
GRAND BALLROOM
HOTEL BRADFORD

ATTENTION ALL PRESIDENTS!

CONTACT GOLD KEY!
So That Your Float
May Be Entered
In Rally
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By Alexander

Bapst...

Tanous

A HISTORY IN TWO ROOMS
If all the books about the Irish
culture and civilization were destroyed except those in the special
Irish Collection, one would get a
broad general picture of the country's past. This collection at the
Bapst Library is a fine gathering
of books which range from prehistoric time to the present.
The Irish Collection was started
ten years ago by the Reverend
Terence L. Connolly, S.J., Director

Visitors to the collection are im- liam Malone, S.J., published in
pressed by this not only because 1627 probably at Douay.
of the religious works of art, but
There are several books in the
also because of the impact of the collection which disprove the conbooks. The Irish had, even in pre- tention of the English that the
Christian time, a love of knowl- Irish were a barbarous people beedge which was developed and fur- fore the English came in 1171.
The collection includes a unique
ther developed by the preachings
volume of six early Irish Jesuit
of St. Patrick.
The collection has many of the martyrs, the first grammar of the
important scholarly books of the Irish language in English, the first
Irish language, and facsimiles of English-Irish dictionary, books on
art, and literature. It has rare
newspapers and magazines, which
include poems by Joseph Plunkett,
and Thomas Mac Donagh.
In addition to the books, the
James Jeffery Roche Room has a
carved statue of Our Lady as she
appeared during the apparition of
Knock; it shows her with an expression of quiet ecstacy on her
face. There are also two glass
stained windows done by Richard

Abbey actor, F. J. McOormick in
O'Casey's Juno and the Paycock,
gift of the Friends of the Library,
Keating's paintings of Pegeen
Faith in such a limited time, and Mike's meeting with the Playboy in
to such effect.
Syng's comedy, The Playboy of the
"The answer seems to be clear:
World, gift of the HonorWestern
to
The Irish ideal was akin
Chrisable
John
J. Burns, '21 and Mrs.
tianity, and what Patrick brought
was, in effect, a confirmation of Burns; and "Sgorac" (A Young
Man), gift of James H. Connolly
the aspiration of the race."
I Of the sketches in the Carney Jr. in memory of his father.
to the often posed question?how
St. Patrick was able to effect such
a prodigious work as the conversion of the whole nation to the

King.

WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS by Scan O'Sullivan, R.H.A.
The famous sketch of William Yeats is one of the most commonly
used by Ireland's most distinguished contemporary artists. It is a gift
of Christopher J. Duncan, President of the Boston College Alumni.
of Bapst Library. Shortly before
this, a large collection of books of
the late John T. Hughes was given
to the library, which became the
nucleus of the present collection.
The books, which now total approximately five-thousand are
shelved in two rooms. One of the
rooms is a memorial to Julia R.
and Helen Carney. The other is a
gift of the late Joseph Smithe in
memory of James Jeffery Roche.
Both rooms are permeated by an
atmosphere of religion and culture.

the great compilations. It has the
complete facsimile of such books

as the Irish Text, Book of Kells, a
beautiful copy of the New Testament done by the Irish monks
about the ninth century. Books
which demonstrate the works of
early Irish Jesuits include, The
Justification and Exposition of the
Divine Sacrifice of the Mass by
Reverend Henry FitzSimon, S.J.
dated 1611, A Reply of Mr. James
Ussher His Answere, a defense of
the Catholic Church, by Rev. Wil-

The large double window has as
its theme the parallel between the
ideologies which inspire life and
literature in pre-Christian and
Christian times. One of the windows displays the triumph of Lugh
of the Long Arm, god of Light and
Goodness, over Balor, god of
Darkness and Evil, contrasted with
the triumph of Christ, Light of the
World, over Satan, Prince of Darkness. The pagan god Lugh is armed
with the sword and shield of the
warrior. But Christ's right hand is
raised in blessing. In his left hand
he holds a Cross, his only weapon,
and the sceptre of his kingdom.
Commenting on the windows,
Richard King, the artist, wrote:
"When the idea of introducing
stained glass into the library was
first proposed, I thought it would
be a good idea to give visual expression to the fundamental ideals
of Ireland's temperament as expressed in her literature from earliest times. First I thought of the
pre-historic period, when the first
stirring of the wonder of existence made itself vocal in Ireland's
mythological tale.
The story-tellers looked outside
the matter-of-fact way of life for
their inspiration, and got it in the
solar system; and so we have the
sun symbolic of the great god
Lugh, with attributes of goodness,
nobility, brightness, and chivalry.
Night, on the other hand, was symbolic of evil, darkness, and treachery. The continual war between the
two was the basis of future tales.
"I think they enshrine an answer

By George V. Higgins

THE DEMON COFFEE
ently in deference to long-established practice, and adds more of
the powders. Then, and only then,
may he consider other matters,
The Romans, in their time, burned such as whether or not he will
Christians. The students of Boston desert his Valhalla to attend his
College, in their days, drink coffee. classes.
The same respect which the anAnd we may ask, why should he ?
cients devoted to their sacrifices is Here he has everything mortal
today apparent in the Welch Din- man could desire. Before him he
ing Hall, any morning that you has the highest product of the alchemist's art. On either side he
would care to name.
Each day, without regard for finds life in microcosm. Here are
life or limb, the students clamber Eggheads discussing Proust, cofrom their transportation and fling eds, dilettantes discussing sports,
themselves at the cafeteria like and rebels discussing conformists.
grateful lemmings at the sea. Once To his left may be a disgruntled
there they perform rituals at student castigating a particularly
shining cylinders, eagerly awaiting obnoxious professor, and to his
the distillate dispensed by the ma- right may be that very same proroon-clad Vestals. Casting anxious fessor listening. What suspense,
glances at the clock, (those who what intellectual stimulation, he
have even the slightest intention finds about him. Soon the members
of attending class), they escort of the sect will burn incense, in the
their cups to selected tables. If form of cigarettes, and he may conpossible each uses the same table template his luxury with satisfache used the day before, and will tion. Why should he ever leave?
use tomorrow, and every day after
The answer, of course, is the
that. Once there he gingerly places fearful waste of time which this
his precious container on the pol- accomplishes. It may be conservaished surface, then reverently as- tively reckoned that five-thousand
sumes his seat. He wraps his re- hours per week are devoted to
spectful hand about the cup and these practices.
mutters incantations as he adds
Easier said than done, my boy.
magic powders. Then, at last satis- Those who practice these rites are
fied with his observance of the loath to discard them. They are
preliminaries, he transports the comforted by the unchanging regcup to his mouth and presumes to ularity of the process; it is a rock
drink the brew. Most often he to cling to as the current of asgrimaces at the first sip, appar- signments threatens to sweep one

Since the beginning of time,right
up to the present, man has treasured his unwritten traditions. The
Greeks, in their heyday, ran races.

under. It is a harbor of hope when
tests turn out less magnificently
than was anticipated. It is the last
thing to collapse when everything
else comes tumbling down around
one's ears. It is a sanctuary when
studies sneak up and nip one in the
short-ribs. The fact that previous
hours spent in these idylls have
caused this disintegration is immaterial; it is the friendly succor
which sounds the siren song and
lures one back onto the rocks. Here
the visionary may salve his pride,
and contemplate his patron, Samuel
Johnson, with thefervent hope that,
one day, he will refute someone.
And so it is that I urge the
W.C.T.U. to abandon its plans for
their reform. There is no need to
send a flying squad of dowagers
into the cafeteria, for the attachment to John Sugarcream is too
strong for their ministrations. I
will be happy to illustrate this if
they would care to send a delegate.
She will find me at the fourth table
from the back, on the right-hand
side of the center aisle. I'll take
time out from my cup of coffee to
point out some of the bleary eyes
peering out of the haggard faces.
I can testify that they have been
there for at least a year, too, for I
see them every morning, the poor
enslaved devils. And perhaps the
saddest part of the whole disease
is the fact that they do not even
know that they are sick. They think
it is the other fellow.

RICHARD KING WINDOWS
Gift of The Friends of Boston College Library. Left: Lugh, god of
Light in triumph over Balor, god of Darkness. Right: Christ, Light of
the World, in triumph over Satan.
and Roche rooms, one outstanding
The Irish Collection is not active
recent acquisition is "William But- at present, but visitors and scholler Yeats", by Scan O'Sullivan. It ars who desire to consult the books
is a gift of Christopher J. Duncan, may do so by contacting Miss
president of the Boston College Helen Landreth at the Over-Night

Alumni. Others include another desk. Mis Landreth is the author
O'Sullivan sketch of the famous of two books on Ireland.

JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
By

ANTHONY THOMAS ARLOTTO
In order to facilitate the handling of the Junior Year Abroad
program, the administration has
decided to work almost exclusively
through the Fordham University
plan. Dr. Walter Gorman Langlois
of the Modern Language department and the Office of Special
Programs, GlO9, is in charge of arrangements for Boston College
students. Since the names of interested persons must be sent to Fordham by December Ist, Dr. Langlois
advises all sophomores who are
eligible for this program to consult with him immediately.
The scholastic requirements for
application are a "B" average and
a sufficient linguistic background
in French, German, Italian, or
Spanish. This is the first time that
B.C. students have had the opportunity to study in Spain and Italy;
thus the four major language areas
are represented. The Universities
covered in the plan are Paris, Louvain, Munich, Milan, and Madrid.
In addition to the academic stipulations, those who would like to
study abroad must possess a certain intellectual and emotional
maturity.

Since the credits received for

study overseas are accepted by
Boston College, a student will lose
no time by participating in the
program. In addition, there are tremendous advantages in studying
abroad such as the mastery of another language. A year of under-

graduate study in Europe is bound
to be helpful when applying for a
graduate fellowship. Not only are
language majors welcome, but
also those in the other arts, and
in some cases, even in the sciences.
The cost of the program is not
exhorbitantly high; it costs no
more than a year away at an
American college. A prudent student should keep his expenses below $2200. Since European schools
charge little or no tuition, travel is
the most expensive item. The
American students usually live
with a European family and pay
about $75 a month for room, board
and laundry. According to the
Fordham plan, students depart for
Europe in June and spend two
months, July and August, in summer schools to gain a full command of the foreign language.
September and October are devoted
to travel around the Continent.

The itineraries may be made in organized student tours or one may
form his own travel plans. Weekend trips are allowed during the
school year, and Christmas and
Easter vacations provide additional
opportunities for extended journeys. Then the student may spend
a second summer in Europe if he
so desires.
Dr. Langlois would like to see
anyone interested in this program
as soon as possible. Freshman who
are considering it, should also consult with him so that they may be
sure of having the required linguistic ability.
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C.E. Gavin

means of thousands of affiliated
sodalities organized for particular
classes and occupations. These include sodalities for factory workers, Princes, noblemen, lawyers,
convicts, skilled craftsmen, fishermen, monks, professional men,
slaves, lepers, beggars, secular
priests, merchants, and butchers.
In addition to the numerous sodalities established throughout Italy,
Bohemia, Poland, France, the Germanics, Spain, and in the New
World, in Peru, Mejico, and Canada, within twenty years after its
foundation, the Sodality has extended to Africa, Japan and China.
This rapid expansion was due in
great part to the type of men the
Sodality forms. For in addition to
at least sixteen sodalists who have
become Popes and scores of canonized sodalists (including such distinguished non-Jesuits as St. Francis dc Sales, St. Peter Claver, St.
Vincent dc Paul, St. Alphonsus
Ligouri, and St. Bernadette Soubiro us.) Among soldier-sodalists
alone the ranks of the prominent
extend from King John Sobieski
of Poland, the "Saviour of Europe,"
who repulsed the onslaughts of
the Turkish hordes from the very

a devotion which has manifested
itself through the centuries in acts
of homage on the part of sodalists;
such as the consecration written
in his own blood by Maximilian I,
King of Bavaria, the translation
of the Little Office into verse by
Corneille, and the votive offering
of a silver pen by Justus Lipsius,
the Renaissance Humanist, who
maintained he owed all his intellectual prowess to the Seat of
Wisdom. It was for devotion to
Our Lady that the Sodality was
founded.
Boston College and the Sodality
have long been closely connected;
indeed, the B.C. Sodality existed
before 8.C., for the records show
that what became Boston College
had been named the Latin School
of the Sodality of the Immaculate
Conception. Today the same sodality of the Immaculate Conception
is the principal one at this university and is directed by Fr. J.
Frank Devine, S.J., who in recent
years, in addition to conducting
classes in Greek and Theology in
A&S, has served as moderator of
the monthly meetings of small
groups of students who wish to
discuss topics ranging from cur-

Mulberry Bush...by t. logan

BURN THE STYLUS!

SPIRITUAL HONOURS SEMINAR
According to the Ratio Studio- gates of Vienna, to Marshal Ferrum (II 2/4/2a) for centuries the dinand Foch, Supreme Allied Com"constitution" of Jesuit education, mander in World War I.
no student at a Jesuit college or
Military sodalitieshave possessed
university is to be admitted to any particularly glorious
histories since
extra-curricular activity unless he 1585 when Spanish Infantrymen
Sodality
has been received into the
formed the Sodality of the "Imof the Blessed Virgin. Though this \
maculata" in thanksgiving for the
law seems to be not too stringent- rescue of Boabdilla's army. Still
ly enforced at present, it attests to other non-academic sodalities have
the pre-eminent position tradition- produced numerous valiant defendally occupied by the Sodality in a
ers of the Church and energetic
Jesuit university.
workers for Her glory, such as, in
Those who conceive the Sodality recent times, Chancellor Dollfuss
as a Parochial Women's organiza- of Austria, the heroic opponent of
tion are often surprised to learn Naziism and Garcia Moreno, the
that the first women's sodalities martyred President of Ecuador.
were not formed until 1751, pracHowever, the sodality has always
tically two centuries after Father been especially active
in an acaoriginated
S.J.
the
Leunis,
John
demic atmosphere. It is mainly besodality as a "spiritual honours cause the Sodality
three-dimenseminar" (to use a phrase coined sionalises (if there be such verb)
a
by Fr. Devine, S.J., the Sodality a
student's self-development.
Boston
College)
Director at
made
The patroness of the Sodality
up of students at the Roman Coland the model of every socialist is
lege of the Society of Jesus.
the Blessed Virgin. The very esSince 1563 the Sodality has sence of the sodality way of life is
spread throughout the world by an ardent, virile devotion to Mary,

The

Don't Burn

rent books to classical music. Fr.
Devine stresses the traditional Once again we take pen and life
academic role of the sodality as a in hand and turn to a consideration
"spiritual honours seminar" and is of the quarterly publication which
from the bowels of Gasson
devoting (the Sodality meetings of\u25a0 emerges
the first semester (there are two j Hall with distressing frequency.
might begin by saying, "Yes,
a week; Thursday at 3:00 and We
Virginia,
we read the whole 'Stylus'
Monday at 2:00, either of which
the sodalist elects to attend) to issue," and adding, "No, Virginia,
rejected
discussions and study of the twc*- we are not frustratedcongenital
nurturers
of
authors,
Sodality
Way
fold
of Life: the interior life with its regular pro- aversions to artists and things
gram
sodality apostolate. artistic, nor, we hope, members of
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and the
This apostolate takes many forms the intellectual unwashed. We simand sodalists' activities range from ply don't believe that the latest
teaching Christian doctrine to pre- issue is representative of much unparing and delivering Christmas usual literary talent, Virginia, and
we feel that it might be better to
baskets to the poor.
print less often or issue a smaller
Fr. Devine who has studied the edition, than to foist all of this sort
Sodality throughout the United of practice writing and mechanical
States believes that a glorious day exercise work on a relatively infor the Sodality is about to dawn-1offensive public."
in America. He cites in support of The poetry is what first strikes
this view the World Sodality Con- the reader's attention on skimming
gress, Which for the first time will over the Stylus. The layout and art
hold its annual convention in the ? work surrounding it are sparkling
United States in the coming year. and quite capable of drawing the
\u25a0
For this reason, and because of! reader's attention. The printed
the coincidence of the centenary of words themselves somewhat offset
Boston College and the quadri- \u25a0 the favorable impression made by
centennial of the Sodality, the i the layout.
present is an especially appropriRogette Abizaid's work, like her
ate time for students to investi- \u25a0 "confected maple-sugar mornings"
gate the Sodality. Fr. Devine ex- ? is cute and sticky sweet. Ultan
tends an invitation to all students : Marc Rice's "Whispers of the Seawho are interested in learning; son" is the highlight of the selecmore about the "spiritual honours : tion in terms of brilliance of imseminar" to consult with him ini agery and aptness of poetic form.
his office (Student Activities Build- \u25a0 Mr. Rice, unfortunately, is also the
ing 106) any afternoon after 3:00. perpetrator of the mangled nurseAs Pope Pius XII stressed in! ry rhyme which closes the selechis encyclical Res Saeculari 10i tion. "Burning the Mulberry Bush"
years ago, the Sodality is basically ? may have a deep meaning and seif so, they are
an elite corps of very carefully ? rious import
selected members. A period of 2 I known only to the author. Gregory
months candidacy offers the Sodal- Dunkel's "Nexus" is quite a fine
ity an opportunity to scrutinizei piece and would demand a subthe candidate, to see if he meas- stantial amount of space to give
ures up to what a good sodalist; it the full critical treatment it
should be. This period also givesi merits. The remaining two works
the candidate a chance to test thei by T. C. Heffernan and Sam Blair
sodality, to live the sodality way\u25a0 evince a substantial amount of talof life, before deciding to make: ent and true meaning.
the solemn act of consecration to 1 The prose is somewhatvaried in
Our Lady, which, though it does range, from Sam Blair's erudite
not bind under pain of sin, is (as 1 essay on Hart Crane, Which is althat most dedicated sodalist, Pope; most too scholarly a piece to be
Pius XII said in his moving ad- \u25a0 published in a general literary
dress upon the Golden Jubilee of : magazine, to George Higgin's
his admission to the sodality) "an 1 "Hate Joke." The latter is done
entire gift of oneself for one's I with excellent technique, but is
whole life and for eternity."
too shallow and harsh in content to
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merit more than perfunctory
praise. Mr. Higgins' second effort,

on Pete Martin, The Saturday Evening Post, Dickens, and
human nature in general, is thoroughly readable and of a satirical
quality equal to the criterion established by Tribble's "Murbles" a
couple of years back. George has
pretty well mastered the satiric
"genre" and it should be interesting to observe what, if anything,
a satire

he can do with the more demanding style of writing.
Speaking of Tribble, his article,
"A Little List", has both an especial appeal to the heart of the
dyed-in-the-wool conservative and
a general excellence of technique
and story which certainly entitle
it to an award for being "Best in
Issue". Joe's front cover demonstrates that his talent with his
brush is in no way inferior to his
writing ability. Both were unusually clever in conception and flawless in execution.
James Whiting's "Song for a
Winter's Night" is a bit of mannered writing which belongs in a
workshop or creative writing class
rather than in publication. It has
simply too much filler, to the point
of clouding the issue of the story.
The same indictment, overemphasis
on technique, may be leveled
against the closing piece of the issue, John Eddy's "The Story of
Ickthelbert". This littlebit of funny in its way but it is a humor
of technique rather than incident.
Eddy's piece is good in its way but
frankly we expect something more.
In the main, the issue not as bad
as we indicated at the start of our
review. It has a piece or two of
exceptional merit, several pieces
which demonstrate a mere ability
to handle the standard techniques
with a modicum of talent, and a
few regrettable pieces which we
can only call filler. It is not, of
course, easy to produce a dozen or
so masterpieces of English literature every two months
this we
realize. The point is that we do
suggest and urge the presentation
of a magazine that is more in tone
with the tastes and interests of its
readers and less a series of art ex?

periments.
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you feel your education would
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When introduced to important people,
do you act a role which is quite
different from the real you?
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PROMISING INDOOR SEASON AHEAD
EAGLES STRONG IN DISTANCE EVENTS
By PHIL

LANGAN

There was a time when an indoor track season at Boston College
aroused little or no interest among
local sportswriters, students, and
sports partisans. At times, this lack
of interest was well warranted,
since the Bee Cees were usually
in the habit of finishing last. However, these unfortunate occurrences
have been fast disappearing for the
past few years; to such an extent,
in fact, that Bill Gilligan's footmen are about to begin their most
profitable winter since the heyday
of the forties.
"It looks like a successful season," Bill commented. "For the
first time, we have excellent coverage in the running events, and,
outside of the pole vault, fairly
good coverage in the field events."
The Eagles are really strong in
the long distances. This is where
the points will add up, since most
of the performers are returning
lettermen. In the mileBob O'Leary
is the big man, and minus the injuries that beset him last year, he
could be unbeatable. Anotherpromising miler is Jack Hurley, whose
proficiency in this event was evident in his freshman outings.
The two-mile run will be featuring John Joyce, John Hurley, Jack
McCormick, and the Regan brothers. Many experts figure this quartet to be a darkhorse in New England competition.
For two years running, the B.C.
one-mile and two-milerelay squads
have been the surprise of the indoor season, and this annum figures to follow the pattern. Dick
O'Shaughnessey (a self-made athlete, who continues to improve),
Ed Dolan, Walter Shields, John
Leary, Dick O'Brien, Paul Mahoney, and possibly Bill Falla, provide the nucleus for a consistent
winner in the mile relay.
On the longer side of the picture,
Ed Quinn (who ran a 1:58 half
mile in last year's B.A.A. Meet at
the Garden), John Ryan, and John
Joyce are all ready to spring a
few upsets.
The middle distances, once a big
problem for the talented Mr. Gilligan, are now knee deep in talent.
The 1000-yard run has Quinn and
Ryan; the 800 has Quinn (again?),
Ryan, Joyce, and Hurley, while the
600 features O'Shaughnessey,
Shields, Dolan, and O'Brien. "This
is the best middle distance crew I
have had in some years," Bill added.
In the sprints, Bill Falla appears
to be the best in the pack. Close
up behind are Jerry Hamil, Jimmy
Gogans, and Harry Hall.
The high and low hurdles offer
another chance for chest-expanding so far as Coach Gilligan is

concerned. In Larry Barry, Joe
Brown, and Walter Shields, he has
a trio that should snap quite a few
finishing tapes this season.
Captain Jack Dempsey will be
the man to watch in the field

Soccer Team
Undefeated

in these power-plus departments The pole vault is the only black
will be the aforementioned Larry mark in this bright picture; nary a
Barry (Is there anything he can't man to carry on in the departed
do?).
Lister Chapman's spot. Thus, Bill
Walter Shields will be the man Gilligan extends a cordial invitato observe in the high and broad tion to all those collegians who
have had any connection with the
circular piece of wood bo contact
him and give Alma Mater a helping hand.
TRACK TALK: Bill Gilligan was
quite pleased with the cross country season. "It was gratifying to
see a team train so hard and try
so hard to win. It was a pleasure
to be connected with them," he
said.
This Saturday afternoon, there
will be a Pentathlon held at Alumni
Stadium. There will probably be

The Boston College soccer team
has, during the past week, made
its move for recognition in New
England soccer competition. With
three resounding wins in the past
two weeks the B.C. "hooters" now
boast a 4-1 record and are being
highly lauded by coaches and
sportswriters alike.
By defeating Williams, Amherst,
and Wesleyan, the entire membership in the "Little Three" in one
season they become the first team
to perform this unusual feat in
thirty years. The last team to turn
the trick was Perm, who did it in
the 1928 season and then went on
to win the National Intercollegiate
title in that year.
The reason for the sudden upturn can only be attributed to the
astonishing goaltending of Manuel
Gonzales who was described by
Williams coach Shaw Alberts as
"the greatest college goal tender
I have ever seen." Over the past
two weeks Gonzales turned in two
shutouts and allowed only two
goals in the third game. Coach
Philip "Buck" Higgins had nothing
but praise for Gonzales and the
team. "They just never stopped
hustling", he said, "I think they
have just started to jell as a team,
and from now on we are going to
be tough to beat."

ten entries, including 8.C., Holy
Cross, Springfield, and B.U. The
events will include the broad jump,
the javelin and discus throws, the
220-yard run and the 150-meter
run. Larry Barry will represent

B.C.
The annual Jack Ryder Communion Breakfast will be held this
Sunday. A Nine O'Clock Mass will
be celebrated at St. Ignatius Church
and will be followed with a breakfast at Alumni Hall. Some of the
top names in the athletic field will
be on hand. Tickets are two dol-

B.C. CROSS COUNTRY TEAM?Left to right, bottom: Healey, Joyce,
McCormack. Top: Ryan, Quinn, O'Leary and Coach Gilligan.
events. His specialties are the thir- jumps, with Joe Brown and Dick
ty-five pound hammer and the shot O'Brien accompanying him up to
put. If last season's action is any the six foot mark, (we hope), and
indication, ole Capt. Jack should Jim Gogans and Harry Hall vying
lars.
have quite a year. His stablemate for top honors down below.
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EAGLES EYE BOWL BID
Tomorrow afternoon at Clemson, South Carolina, the B.C. football team will resume a grid rivalry which began in the Cotton
Bowl in 1940. The game promises to
be one of the most important in

the series for the victor will be
in line to receive an offer to participate in a post-season bowl
game. Representatives from the
Orange, Cotton, and Sugar Bowl
committees will be among the 40,-000 spectators in attendance. Last
Monday the United Press International put Clemson in the Sugar
Bowl with undefeated L.S.U., pre-

sumably figuring that the Tigers
will get past B.C. this Saturday.
The oddsmakers who let no subjective feelings enter into their observations have installed Clemson
as an eight point favorite.
Led by Harvey White, the sparkling quarterback who has gained
over 700 yards this year on the
ground and through the air, the
Clemson Tigers have compiled a
6-2 record against solid Southern
opposition. With a victory last
week over North Carolina State,
Clemson captured the Atlantic
Coast Conference title. Their only
loss in conference play was to
South Carolina, in an upset.
The Eagles will have to contain
the passing of White and the running of two good backs who are
averaging over 4 yards per carry,
George (Pogo) Usry, halfback,
and Doug Cline, fullback. The entire ground game of thirteen Tiger
backs has averaged 42 yards per
carry so the Eagle line will find
work tomorrow afternoon.
The men from Chestnut Hill are
up for the game. Vinnie Hogan

has been lauded all week on the
strength of his spurts against B.U.
last Saturday. Vinnie Hogan has
provided the long crucial run which
had often been lacking in Eagle
marches towards the goal line.
Don Allard thought Hogan performed so well last Saturday that

when Don learned that the sportswriters has passed by Hogan to
award the Harry Agganis Trophy
to himself, he was highly indignant and said so. "Vinnie's running made the difference. He
ought to have received the award,"
By RALPH BISHOP
was the comment.
Despite who won the awards for
By JOE SCALLEY
The intramural program at Bosthe game, the contest itself can ton College includes badminton, a
With the appearance of a football oval at the bottom of our hilly
hardly be matched for excitement. game
akin to tennis, which is play- campus, the modified version of rugby has assumed a definitely colEasily the best game yet played ed
on the squash courts in the gym.
Undergrads uniformed in their tan rainwear, and black,
in Alumni Stadium, the third pc- If you don't care for the other legiate tone.
red, and green legged coeds have a common destination at each week's
athletics offered at the Roberts end. With each other in hand or grasping atm container or perhaps
Center perhaps badminton will be holding both, the spectators file quite orderly into the green stadium.
more to your liking. Anyone who
After approximately 145 minutes of watching, and sometimes cheering,
wishes to play does not have to the fight over the funny shaped ball by twenty-two men, they file in
register, but he must follow the quite good order out of the same green stadium. It is now grayer than
usual I.M. procedure of locker, when they entered, and the maroon band steps over the white striped
gym suit, I.D. card and reserva- grass, its brass sounds floating over the exiting crowd. The departing
tion of a court. There is also a groups conjure up small talk over the afternoon's activity. A few stray
rental fee of ten cents per racket. individuals attempt to voice their exaltation over the game's outcome,
This is to discourage abuse of the but these brave few are met by the stern glances of their fellows, and
equipment.
murmurings of "extrovert" and "exhibitionist" are directed towards
Before you can use the squash them. The onlookers to the day's activity only onlook. There is no
courts for badminton, you must vehicle by which the spectator might share in the day's victory. Gone
procure a net from the I.M. equip- is any sense of personal communication with the victory. The observer
ment locker, and string it up across is simply a number in the paid attendance figures. He has torn out the
the center. The court is divided necessary coupon from his stub book, redeemed it with some currency
longitudinally into halves. There are for a cardboard ticket, toddled off to the game, and toddled back home.
on both sides of the net and par- His duty is fulfilled. Money in coffers, the AA is satisfied. As much
Intended DiNitto pass for McCue allel to it, short service lines six effort and initiative is expended as would be consumed in strolling to
(80) is knocked down by Jimmy and one-half feet from the
net, on the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum or in mailing boxtops for the
Colclough.
both sides of, and parallel to it. Lone Ranger's silver bullet.
riod's four touchdowns in the space The regular boundary lines of the
What has happened to the communal spirit of a Saturday afterof five minutes left the spectators court apply for badminton. The noon? The demise of participation in Saturday's victory can be traced
limp from the jumping and yelling game is played with very light to one factor: the substitution of the material constituting the two
rackets, and a shuttlecock or bird of H-shaped structures at either extremity of the football green. For what
of cheering.
A team might have difficulty in either cock and feathers or rubber have the economic masterminds in the athletic governing body done?
rebounding from such an effort as and plastic. One can play either For the common pine they have substituted cast iron. All expert physical
last Saturday's but the members singles or doubles. The rules are chemists, they have noted that iron has a much greater density and is
show no signs of bogging down. rather technical in spots, so here harder than the celluose, wood.
Iron can withstand the rigors of the elements, both natural and
They realize Clemson's quality and we will discuss only the basic
the game's importance, and feel points for play on the intramural undergraduate, better than pine. In the interests of fiscal soundness,
level.
ferric goalposts replaced the less sturdy wooden type and undergradthey can perpetrate an upset.
This is the Eagle's chance to
The play is essentially the same uate partisans have yet to recover from the dastardly change.
In bygone years, a young man, brimming with the spirits of victory,
gain a possible bowl bid providing for both singles and doubles. One
they win. Since the Holy Cross player serves the bird from one considered it his sacred privilege to assault the losers' goalposts and
game is being played on Decem- right-hand half into the other; he bring them down. The spoils of victory necessarily go with the conber 6th and most bowl selections must not step over the short serv- queror and the large chunk of white pine was the token of the day's
are made before this date, much ice line when serving. The serve achievement.
The grayer haired amongst us smile back at the memorable charges
hinges on tomorrow's game. An is made with an underhand stroke,
Eagle victory would enhance their and the racket must not be higher upon the goalposts following a notable conquest. There was the Charge
post-season chances considerably.
than the server's waist when it of the Maroon Brigade on the white structure following the B. C.strikes the bird. Now the players Georgetown game in 1941. This was the chance to gain a piece of firstrike the bird back and forth until wood and also the opportunity for proud victors to rid themselves of
one commits a fault, which gives inhibitions through a little pugilism.
No Cross Saturday was over without the battle scene of phalanxes
a point, or ace to the other player
or team. Of course, the bird must breaking out into hoplites and then swarming over the ground and each
be hit before it strikes the floor, other in quest of the squared timbers. A man knew that he had won if
he were able to capture a splinter of the sacred "Pinus strobus." This
because it doesn't bounce.
A fault occurs when: 1) the serv- piece of wood was the gift to be presented to the onlooking female
ice is overhand; 2) in serving, the companion just as the ancient knight presented his sword to his fair
The game will give a preview of bird falls into the wrong half court, lady following the victory of combat.
But, alas, it is all gone. The undergraduates do not have the guile
the Eagle ice season. It will let the or short of the short service line,
whisk
an acetylene torch beyond the gaze of a searching gate atto
or
beyond
fans see some highly-touted sophthe court boundary lines;
attempting to conceal rectilinear
omores, on whom the hope of a 3) either the server or the receiver tendant. They have enough trouble
successful season rests. Goalie is not in his proper half court at packages in brown paper bags. Besides, it wouldn't be much fun sitting
Jimmy Logue will get a chance to the time of the serve; 4) the bird alone on a goalpost upright, blow torch in hand, whittling away at the
test his reflexes against the flying falls outside the boundaries, passes metal. There wouldn't be a tall brute next to you whom you could kick
pucks of the old timers. Defense- through or under the net, hits the in the shins and watch grab the unsuspecting fellow at your back.
man Red Martin and wing Billy net, or touches roof, walls, the per- There is no achievement in filing away with saws and mechanical gadDaley will prove their ability in son or clothes of any player; 5) a gets at cold steel goalposts. Wood can be carried and battered against
top-flight competition.
player reaches over the net to hit the stands and somebody's head with no need for artificial devices. A
man's hand and feet are sufficient
The game is a "don't miss" af- the bird; 6) the bird is struck
But in the interests of scientific efficiency, eager partisans are
fair. It should feature along with twice in succession on the same quieted and the football fan has become a docile figure, unmoved and
the
side
of
a
7)
player
net;
a
touches
good
hockey,
some
few laughs
the net; 8) a player obstructs his unmoving. Upon looking at him after a game, one wouldn't know
from the alumni group.
opponent (s). The serve changes whether he had been at a football game or had just seen Oedipus Rex.
The age has become soft and tame. The iron goalposts you look at on
P. S.
Free skating after the hands alternately.
game.
Saturday are one reason why. It's all a big shame.

Rules Of Play
For Badminton

Fans Pine After Pine
Iron Posts Hated Most

First Hockey Game On
B.C. Campus This Sunday
By TOM HUGHES

Now that the autumn leaves are
ceasing to fall and the north-east
wind warns of approaching snow,
winter sports fans are coming out
of their warm living rooms and
flocking to hockey rinks to watch
their favorites perform. Boston
College ice fans are now realizing
a life-long dream of hockey on the
Heights. With the McHugh Forum
they now can see their dream in
reality.
It comes as an interesting bit of
news that Sunday will see the first
hockey game ever to be played on
the Boston College campus, and
what a game it should be! The
past hockey players in the Alumni
are going to put on their age-old
skates and clash with this year's
Eagle varsity. It will be part of the
annual "Pikes Pike Club" gathering.
The club will hold a communion
breakfast at 9:30 in the morning,
to which all students and friends
of Boston College are invited. This
will mark the first year that the
club has been open to anyone but
past hockey players of Boston College. With the new rink this annual
event should stimulate great interest among the students of Boston
College.

After the breakfast, the hockey
game will take place. This, of
course, will be something to see.
For the past has given many a
great hockey memory to the
Heights, complete with an NCAA
championship team of 1949. Great

names as Burke, Fitzgerald, and
Babine will again be skating for
an Eagle team.

Burke and Fitzgerald are both

members of the '49 team which
beat Dartmouth in the finals of
NCAA tournament. Fitzgerald
scored the winner, with Burke
turning in a grand goal-touching
performance.

?

The

Army Sponsors
Hoop League

twenty-one

points

first

scored wins the game. However, if
the game is tied at 19 all, the side
which first reached nineteen, sets
the game at five. If the game is
tied at 20 all, the side which first
had twenty aces sets the game at

three. This means that the side
Due to the remarkable success which first scores five or three
of last year's ROTC intercollegiate aces respectively wins. The major
basketball team, the Army has de- skill involved is quickness on the
cided once again to sponsor a team feet but it is not quite as strenuous
from Boston College. The league a sport as tennis. That's all there
will consist of four teams, Boston is to it.
College, Tufts, Holy Cross, and
Lowell Technical, with two teams,
Providence and Dartmouth, entering in January.
The immediateschedule reads as
follows: Tuesday Nov. 18 at Lowell
Tech; Wednesday Dec. 10 vs. Holy
Cross; Sunday Dec. 14 vs. Tufts
(tentative).
When the season moves into full
swing in January, each team will
play a double round robin consisting of twelve games, plus games
with Providence and Dartmouth.
The Boston College outfit will
be jointly coached by Major Rock
and Al Wiscalbo, CBA '59, with
Bill Dillan helping out as manager.
Tryouts for the Boston College
squad will be conducted next week
at the Roberts Center and all
ROTC members are eligible.
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The Bald Eagle

BRING BACK BOWL ERA

(Photo

Credit?N.

Hasenfus)

Coach of the National Champions
at Boston College, Frank Leahy
chalked up twenty victories in
two years at the Heights.
By

BOB HART

"Curley Hires Unknown". Thus

read the headlines of a Boston
newspaper's sports section on the
eve of Graduate Manager John
Curley's announcement that a
Fordham line coach, relatively unknown in football circles, had been
elected to succeed Gil Dobie as
the head coach at Boston College.
The twenty-nine year old assistant
to Jim Crowley at Fordham was
destined to become the most prominent figure in Collegiate football.
This was Frank Leahy, the man
who masterminded twenty victories
and lost but two games in his
short but glorious two year reign
as Eagle mentor.

Tulane, Temple, Idaho (60-0), St.
Anselm, Manhattan, 8.U., Auburn,
and Holy Cross. The most thrilling
event of the season was the 19-18
game with Georgetown, considered
by many to be the greatest collegiate game in history. Undefeated in three years, the Georgetown giants ran head on into a
strong defensive outfit that flashed
a pretty shiny offense as well.
With B.C. leading 19-16 and two
minutes left, the Washington line
pushed the defenders back to the
nine. Fourth down with 19 yards
to go, O'Rourke thundered up and
down in the end zone taking an
intentional safety to kill time.
Npw the score was 19-18 as
Georgetown moved toward paydirt, but the clock ran out.
O'Rourke had passed for 209 yards
in a magnificent display of hard
fought football. Maznicki, Toczylowski, and Holovak gave the fans
their moneys worth of real football.

pulled in two and Maznicki gained with the B.C. injuries and the failed to work and Alabama held.
on a third. O'Rourke then crossed fresh Alabama substitutions se- A fourth quarter touchdown and
the Tennessee wires by pulling an riously hampered the Eagles dur- safety assured a 37-21 victory for
off tackle run from kick forma- ing the final thirty minutes.
the southerners. And so the great
tion. Running behind ToczylowsA late third period Alabama Bowl Era in Boston College hiski's blocking, O'Rourke bolted 24
yards for the touchdown, putting T.D. was followed by a 74 yard tory came to an end. But an new
the Eagles on top, 19-13. B.C. in- drive to the five led by Holovak. chapter could be written depending
tercepted a desperate Tennessee The fans thundered "Give it to on the outcome of tomorrow's
pass with a few seconds to go and Mike," but quarterback sneaks game. The Eagle star of the
secured the national championship. were attempted in hopes of cross- Orange Bowl might well lead his
ing up Alabama. But the strategy charges to a bowl triumph yet.
Alma Mater called and Leahy

answered
Notre Dame had won
the services of her successful son.
Mr. Curley went shopping again
and this time came up with a man
who had done well at lowa and
with the Chicago Bears as a player, and with West Virginia, Vale,
and Brown as mentor. This was
Denny Myers, a "T" formation
man who brought in some fine assistant coaches to teach the Eagles
the new offensive which differed
greatly from the Notre Dame type
taught by Leahy. But Myers had a
problem, the great Sugar Bowl
squad had graduated with the exception of Woronicz, Maznicki, and
Holovak. By the time December
had rolled around, the Eagle had
conquered St. Anselm, Manhattan,
Georgetown, Temple, Wake Forest,
B.U. and Holy Cross. The forces
of Tulane, Clemson, and Tennessee
had won out, however.
?

Before 73,000 fans at New Orleans on New Year's Day, a team
that had been driven all season by
the will to win continued its hard
earned winning streak by downing
a gigantic Tennessee Squad, 19-13,
thereby clinching the national
championship. From the opening
kick-off the Vols produced a powWhen the '42 season was all but
erful offensive machine. The Eagles
stuck to their guns denied the over, West Virginia, Clemson,
Vols a touchdown until late in the North Carolina Pre-flight, Wake
first period. The second period re- Forest, Georgetown, Temple, Fordham, and Boston University had
With a solid foundation laid by vealed an
even stronger B.C. deDobie, Leahy went to work and
received thorough trouncings. Anbuilt a strong team in 1939,pound- fense.
other Sugar Bowl bid was in the
ing out wins over Lebanon Valley,
During the half, Leahy super- offering
until the Holy Cross
St. Joseph's, Temple, St. Anselm, charged his batteries.
bombshell. So we settled for the
The
BosAuburn, Detroit, 8.U., Kansas
Orange Bowl bid against Alabama
State, and Holy Cross. The sole tonians were now warmed up. It
was
time
for
to
instead.
the
Southerners
loss of the season came at the
hands of a flash halfback, Lou see how the game was really
It was stiffling hot in Florida
Montgomery, who ripped through played and the Eagles were out
that
New Year's Day. Despite the
the Temple line with lightning to give them an eyeful]. The fero- blistering
heat and the many Eagle
speed. Sparked by the magnificent cious blocks of Toczylowski opened
play of Charley O'Rourke, the up a hole for Maznicki and Con- injuries suffered during practice
sessions, The men from the land
Eagles edged out a 13-7 victory in nolly. The score was
tied when of Cod got off to a flying start
a thriller with Auburn.
Maznicki kicked the extra point
with Holovak's two touchdowns at
A Cotton Bowl bid came to the after Connolly's tally. The see-saw
the end of long 76 and 80 yard
Heights as a result of the success- struggle continued as Tennessee
ful season. In the same stadium marched to another touchdown, marches. Alabama came back
that B.C. had dedicated two de- 13-7. Our old steam-roller made its quickly with two trips to the B.C.
cades before in a game with entrance and the Vols line had to end zone. Lucas, Mangene, and
Baylor, the Eagles were now give way. Connolly,
got together on another
Naumetz, Maz- Holovak
that put big Mike over for
vying with Clemson for the Bowl
drive
championship. In an exciting sec- nicki, and Holovak rode it for a a T.D. as B.C. took the lead 21-19.
ond half, O'Rourke's end zone big six points. Currivan broke up After Lucas had broken a leg the
passes were broken up by the a field goal attempt and gained
Crimson Tide rose with a field goal
Clemson defense. Lukachik's field possession for B.C. with six min- to leap ahead, 22-21.
goal gave B.C. its only score as utes left. First it was a steamthe Tigers took a 6-3 victory.
roller
now it had to be lightThe radio listeners at home say
and B.C. was not without that the team with the better rening
National champions with a Sugar
Bowl victory in 1940, the soaring it, for the lightning speed of placements in the second half
Eagles racked up 320 points to the "Chuckin"' Charlie O'Rourke's would win. The prophecy was the
opponents 52 all season. Thorough passes moved the maroon and gold real McCoy. Physical exhaustion
trouncings were dealt to Center, on a rapid 80-yard drive. Zabilski under the blistering heat coupled

fRPOn Campus £L^

(By the Author of "Rally Round theFlag, Boys! "and,
"BarefootBoy with Cheek.")

THE CLOTHES YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
In this column we take up fashions for college men, which means
of course, the Ivy Look. Today's Ivy Look clothes have made a
greatstride forward. Not only do they have thinlapels, threebuttons, narrow trousers, and a minimum of shoulder padding, but
?now hear this!?this year they are actually covered with ivy!

This new development, while attractive beyond the singing
of it, nevertheless gives rise to certain hazards. For instance,
peoplekeep trying to plant you on Arbor Day. Indeed, this is
precisely what happened to two SAE's of my acquaintance,
Walter R. Gurlash and Fred Rasp. Before they could protest,
they were snatched up, planted, limed, and watered, and today
they support a hammock in Cut and Shoot, Vermont.

?
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STAG $1.25

NQQOZ

When the student body sits
in class all day, getting numb
at both ends, be crazy like
a fox. Keep on your toes with
NoDoz. Be alert for late-hour
studying and hep on late
dates. Safe as coffee and much
more convenient.

%£?

*3oTyt

*NotetoPrexyt
NoDoz will

keep your

Facultict

alert,too?\s^

55 BOYLSTON ST.

work, I
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A Midsummer Night's Dream
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VESpA
HEADQUARTERS
F & S M0T0RS ,NC "
'

EL 4-6160

Well sir, some fellows have their wrists pierced, but what E.
Mackenzie Sigafoos, a Chi Psi of my acquaintance, did was to
take a dozen pairs of his handsome gold monogrammed cuff
links and string them together in a charm braceletfor his girl,
Jo-Carol Isobar.

(It turned out, incidentally, to be a mistake. In short order
so many admirers accrued to Jo-Carol on account of her gorgeous bracelet that she grew tired of plain old E. Mackenzie,
and one night when she was seated on a bench in Lovers Lane
throwing sticks for E. Mackenzie to retrieve, she suddenly,
cruelly, without warning, told him they were through.

voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

8:30- 12:30

(7*S

what do you do with all the cuff links people have been giving
you for your birthday since you were twelve years old?

"No, I willkeep it," said Jo-Carol.
"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The
initials on the cuff links are all mine?E.M.S."
"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Jo-Carol. "YesterdayI was

The only dance exclusively for
College Students and Graduates
HOTEL KENMORE
FRIDAYS ONLY

Keep On Your
Toes With

Let us now discuss shirts. Again this year the campus favorite
is the good old Oxford with button-down collar and barrel
cuffs. This is without doubt an admirable garment, but let me
ask you a question: if you don't wear anything but Oxfords,

"I am heartbroken," said E. Mackenzie, heartbroken. "But
if go you must, give me back my charm bracelet."

(THE ORIGINAL)

"A very good piece

{eoyle \tt}Wm io fM)te'otJik*flft«*

HARVARD SQUARE

"So?" said E. Mackenzie.
"So," replied Jo-Carol, "E.M.S. does not stand for E. Mac-

kenzie Sigafoos. It stands for Eat More Subgum!"
A broken man, E. Mackenzie today squeezes out a meagre
living as a pendulum in Cleveland. Jo-Carol was killed in a
tong war.)

But Idigress. We weretalking aboutwell-dressed men, and the
oneessentialfor every well-dressedman?and everywell-dressed
woman too?is a well-dressed cigarette?neat, compact, flavorful, and correct for work or play, sunshine or shower, repose or
revelry, darkness or light. And where does one find such a perfect companion? Just go to any tobacco counter and ask for
Philip Morris. Ask for it in long size or regular. Ask for it in
soft pack or hard. But ask for it; that's the important thing.
Don't just stand there making cryptic gestures at your tobacconist. He may be armed.
© 1958 m«i sbuim.n
?

?

?

Those of you whofavor filters, try afilter that will favor
you Marlboro, made by themakers of Philip Morris,
who bring you thiscolumn throughout theschool year.
?

gfr> flfctgfrtfl
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Ski Club Prepares
For Winter Season

Father Joyce Hosts
Civic Telecast

Although the heavy snows are
still three or four weeks away,
B.C.'s eight year old ski club has
again swung into early operation
in anticipation of its most successful season to date.
Over forty students, including a
sizable number of the fair sex
turned out for the first meeting
last Monday. An ambitious program including weekend trips to
such top ski areas as Wildcat,
Stowe, and Cannon was outlined.
Further, several problems running
the gamut from lodge rates to
equipment rentals were quickly
ironed out.
According to vice-president Dick
Greene, the club will be divided
into two sections as provided for
in the completely revamped '59
constitution. The club itself will
provide an opportunity for anyone,
regardless of his or her ability to
ski, to enjoy the sport, while a
smaller ski team, composed of the
more experienced members, and
competing against such schools as
Princeton, Brown, UMass., B.U.,
Tufts, and Amherst will represent
B.C. in the New England Intercollegiate Ski Conference.
Further information may be obtained by phoning Dick at OCean
3-4175.

Starting tonight at 8:30 P.M.,
Boston College, in cooperation with
WGBH-TV, Channel 2, will begin
a series of twenty telecasts entitled "City in Crisis".
The first show will present a
"Greater Boston Town Meeting"
featuring twenty leading citizens
of the area discussing the question "What Is Wrong With Boston?" The program's host will be
Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., Dean
of the College of Business Administration.
The citizens participating include famed cartoonist Al Capp;
Senator John E. Powers, President-elect of the Massachusetts
State Senate; Mayor Howard Whitmore of Newton; Stephen J. McCloskey, Secretary-Treasurer of
Boston Central Labor Union; Raymond McClay, chairman of the
Cambridge Civic Progress Committee; Miss Freyda Koplow,
state representative from Brook-

Card. Spellman Honored
(Continued from Page 1)
years

until he was named Arch-

bishop of New York in 1939. Pope

Pius XII, with whom Cardinal
Spellman was associated in the
Vatican Secretary of State Office,
in 1939, appointed the prelate as
Military Vicar of the Armed Forces
of the United States. In the battlefields of World War II and in the
Korean rice paddies later, Cardinal
Spellman celebrated Mass for Gl's.
He has traveled around the world

(Heights

Photo

by John Mullen)

Caught in the camera's eye are participants in last week's debate between President of the Senior Class in CBA Thomas Murray, at left,
HEIGHTS Co-Editor-in-Chief Terence P. Logan, center, and Thomas
Tannous of N.F.C.C.S. who sponsored the affair. Mr. Logan in this
picture, is apparently trying to explain his objections to Mr. Murray's
proposed "vertical" and "horizontal" form of Student Government.

Stylus Art Exhibits
Display Modern

Batal, Gory, Trahe
Win Special Honors

Church Designs

Michael J. Batal, Jr., a senior at
the Boston College Law School,
has been appointed law clerk for
the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts.
Mr. Batal, a graduate of Bowdoin College, is president of the
Student Bar Association of the
Law School and a high-ranking
student in his class. Mr. Batal will
assume his duties in September,
1959.
Mr. Andrew J. Gorey, C.B.A. '59,
has been named General Conference Chairman of the Bth Annual
Intercollegiate Marketing Conference of Greater Boston, to be held
April 17, at Boston University.
Mr. Gorey is president of the B.C.
Marketing Club and Professional
Chairman of Alpha Kappa Psi

Due to the efforts of Sam Blair,
Stylus Editor and of James Whiting and Andrew Kent McCasker,
Stylus staffers, the recent Stylus
art exhibit "Simplicity in Catholic
Church Architecture" was quite
successful, according to Reverend
Francis Sweeney, S.J., moderator
of the Stylus.

The exhibit offered large photographs of modern churches in
Germany, France and the United
States, including the Matisse
Chapel at Vence in France; the
in
military
outposts
supervision
to
of his duties as Military Vicar. In Saint John's Abbey at Collegeville,
1946 he received his red hat, sym- Minnesota, and Notre Dame dv
Fraternity.
bolic of his rank as Prince in the Haut chapel of Corbussier.
Church.
The former Whitman schoolboy
who has become a Prince of the
Church returns to Newton, Mass.,
December Bth, for his Boston College degree. The University is but
a few miles from the Sacred Heart
Church, Newton, where he was
priest, pastor and prelate from
1932 to 1939.

Scale models of the circular
church designed by McNulty and
Fawcett of Cambridge, to be built
soon in the Archdiocese of Boston,
and of new South American
Churches designed by Jose Luis
Sert, Dean of the Graduate School
of Design at Harvard, were included.

Mr. Robert M. Trahe,'s9, A. & S.
has been designated the winner of
a senior research assistantship at
Boston College through a Petroleum Research grant made possible
by the American Chemical Society.
He will work under the direction
of Professor Joseph Bornstein at
Boston College in the field of organic compounds of fluorine.

Receives Red Hat
(Continued from Page 1)
his plans for the future, he said,
"This elevation will not affect me
in any way. I will continue to do
what I have been doing right
along. I do not intend to alter my
schedule one iota."
Solemn alterations following the
elevation have begun at Holy Cross
Cathedral. The present green covering of the Archbishop's Throne
must be changed to the crimson
of the Cardinalate, and ten more
tassels must be added to the 20
which now adorn its edge. The
change of the green carpet under
the throne is optional.
32 YEARS A PRIEST
The Cardinal-designate, son of
a South Boston blacksmith, has
been 32 years a priest, 19 years a

bishop, and 14 years Archbishop

Boston. A tireless worker, he
has devoted his life to the cause
of charity. He has built scores of
new schools and churches, homes
for the aged, and recreation centers for youth. He has a special
interest in St. Coletta's school for
line.
exceptional children in Norwell.
The prominent newspapermen He was installed as the sixth orparticipating are: Cornelius T. dinary
and third Archbishop in the
Scanlon, political editor of the Bos- history of the diocese on Nov. 8,
ton Record; Cornelius Dalton, '33, 1944.
political editor of the Boston TravAd multos annos!
eler; Robert C. Bergenheim, city
editor of the Christian Science
Monitor.
ONDINE TONIGHT
Representing the business com(Continued from Page 1)
munity will be Oliver Bergstrom,
porting
Ondines are Lorraine Caspresident of the Middlesex County
savings bank; John T. Galvin, '37, sidy, Maureen O'Brien and Sheila
managing director of the World Mullen.
Also appearing in the play are
Trade Center; Richard A. Berenson, president of Berenson Liquor Kevin Byrne, Anthony Capodilupo,
Mart; Daniel J. Ahem, Jr., '50, Paul Donlon, Robert Kiernan, Brian
Eugene Mulcahy, Charles
manager of the Urban Affairs De- McNiff,
partment, Greater Boston Chamber Tretter, Mary Ellen Tome, James
Toomey, Carol Giblin, Margaret
of Commerce.
Lynch, Pauline Mathieu, and William Ryan.
GLEE CLUB
These performances also will
(Continued from Page 1)
mark the first use of the Dramatic
Moriarty and Roland Gagnon of Society's new light control board.
the Boston Conservatory of Music This board will unite and utilize
at the twin pianos and Dr. Max 16,000 watts of light power. It was
Miller of the Boston University designed by Hans Hermans and
School of Music at the organ. built by Hans and John Hermans,
There will also be tympani and A&S, Junior and Freshman. One
bass fiddle accompaniment to add month was required in its consparkle to the performance.
struction.
Fr. David Carroll, S.J., new
moderator of the Glee Club, also L'Anglais, the blind organist-comannounces some of the future plans poser from France; a Spring tour
of the Glee Club. The Glee Club including New York, Washington,
will perform at the Convocation D.C., and possibly Philadelphia
of an Honorary Degree to Cardi- and Nova Scotia. And Fr. Carroll
nal Spellman; a Symphony Hall adds "And of course the home
concert in January with Jean Concert".
of

BERMUDA
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PRIZE

COLLEGE WEEK MARCH 28 - APRIL 3

$160.50
All the conveniences of Bermuda's First Hotel "The Princess"
Pan-American Flight direct from Boston
Contact?
RALPH BENWARE A&S '59
my 6-6299

A D I Df\B f\

CONTEST

I

JOHN WISEMAN A&S '59
SO 6-6532

- CONTEST

-1

Gift Certificate each week for three weeks
Brooks Brothers.

to

JUNIORS

?

1960

JUNIORS

?

NOW!! Especially NOW!!
RULES

- RULES

DELIVERY IN TIME FOR THE CROSS GAME!
DON'T WAIT-SEE THE NEW IDEAS ADDED TO YOUR OFFICIAL COLLEGE RING.

1) Save backs of any MARLBORO, PHILIP MORRIS or

PARLIAMENT cigarette pack.
2)

Place Name, Section, School and Year on the backs
of any of these packs.

3) Deposit entries in

box that will be in foyer of cafe.

4) Dates of contest will

be the weeks of Dec. 1, Dec. 8,
and Dec. 15. Drawing for winner to take place at
the end of each week.

5) Only students of Boston College allowed to enter.

ALL THE SUGGESTIONS AND REQUESTS OF PREVIOUS CLASSES ARE NOW PART
OF THE 1960 DESIGN.

SEE YOUR CAMPUS REPS FOR PLACING ORDERS ! !
PAUL CUNNINGHAM C.B.A.

JOE CARTY C.B.A.
GEORGE DUNNE A. & S.

MAUREEN FOLEY SCH. OF ED.

SENIOR REPS ON CAMPUS
KEN KIELY, A&S
MURCHISON CO.
Frank A. Fowler
"The College Ring Man"

BILL FALLON, C.B.A.
27 School St.
Boston 8, Mass.
Richmond 2-0161
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Applesauce

"AN APPLE IS AN APPLE IS AN APPLE
BUT APPLES SELDOM GROW ON MULBERRY BUSHES

Tissue No. 9

Dc 2-6700

Infidel Editor Eradicated
35 Yr. Old Lover of Dylan Tannus
Flees; Returns to "Big Little Foots"
Infidel Editor, P. Worcester

LiPurchases
bray

PoopedPup
PeasantsPleased
ofPedidil io," Cross
"The

Rev. Theolonius Z. Endymion S.J.,
director of the Fitten Memorial Library recently announced that the
library had purchased the entire
works of that celebrated Ozark
poet, Dylan Goober.
Dylan Goober is famous for his
war memorial epic entitled "The
Pooped Pup of Pedidillio," a gripping saga of life and love in the
hidden existence of Albert Payson
Terhune.
Dylan Goober was born. His life
was a gay social whirl from the
day he left his treehouse to attend
the great Orvil Faubus School of
Social Work majoring in Constitutional Law.
But he put this all behind him
when he travelled to the big city
to become a degenerate. For many Seen above outside their new office is this year's Editorial Board of
years he was a disgrace to his THE INFIDEL. Left to right?Andy Bathgate, D'Artagnan Yphantis,
family. He drank from a glass, he Logan Berry Q. Squelch, and Ezra "Knobby" Nees.
smoked packaged cigarettes, he
wore shoes and he washed his face.

Then, one day as he was cataloging candy wrappers in a Fifth
Avenue gutter he heard the golden

voice of Norman Vincent Pearle
ringing out from a high pulpit.
Suddenly, Dylan's back straightened, he held his head high thereby
receiving a nasty gash from a
hydrant which stood over his candy-wrapping station.
Bloody but unbowed,Dylan vowed
that he would leave his sordid life
behind and begin work on an epic
which would change the world.
There standing in the gutter, filthy,
bloody, crying to the sky, violating
the anti-jaywalking law Dylan conceived the idea for "The Pooped
Pup of Pedidillio" was born.
Dylan worked for eighty-two
his epic. He found a publisher who printed up a beautiful
select 10 book set. It is this set
which has now come into the hands
of the Worcester library.
years on

Fr. Endymion announced that
the valuable set was not obtained
for a slight price. In return for
Goober's famous work, the library
gave up its reference collection,
periodical collection, a utility infielder and an undisclosed amount
of cash.

"The Pooped Pup of Pedidillio"
will be exhibited in a diamond encrusted exhibition case which was
bought with fine money.

World End's
(See Page 4)

yJur

Cros: "Hi."
Editor: "Grunt."
Noticing the aptitude of the neweral acclaim.
comer to the paper, the Editor proA native of Western Ghats, and nounced in a solemn pronouncea Philosophy of Syndactylism ma- ment:
"The kid's got it. Make 'im Chief
jor, Mr. Crosslington is a member
of the Sophomore Class, and Pres- floor-sweeper #1.
History was made that day. Noident of the Rau Gamme Epsilon
Fraternity.
ticing that Cros had been noticed,
Besides his membership in the the liberal and conservative facSociety for the Preservation of tions prostrated themselves before
Piebald Grouse, and his interest in him. College wide recognition came
the poetry of Dylan Tannus, the to the young aspirant.
former editor was noted for his
He carried the next election withsharp wit. When the president of out a single bribe.
H.C. remarked that P. Worcester P. Worcester owes his success to
would soon leave the college for his older brother who goes by the
reasons of academic incompetence, professional name of George GershP. Worcester retorted: "That's what win, author of Faust, The Beggar's
Opera, The Chorale Symphony,
you think."
In the six years he spent serving Hang Down Your Hand, Tom
the paper, Mr. Crosslington caused Dooley (I'd go on but I don't want
five heart attacks, three lynchings, to make a List.)
and four riots.
Cros commutes daily from Big
His meteoric rise to power has Little Foots, Ontario but since this
become a legend whispered in the means that he seldom arrives on
wings of the Infidel office. In his campus before 5:30 P.M. his schofirst three year period, he rose from lastic record has suffered?he was
the mediocre position of Chief floor- thrown out of Big Little Foots
sweeper #3 to that of Chief floor- Junior High at the age of twentysweeper #2.
three.
By 1956 he wrote his first story,
As Cros left the campus his final
a classic in the best Infidel tradi- announcement was that of his engagement to a local Big Little
tion. We quote:
Foots girl, Joanne. They walked off
"EC. ACADEMY MEETS
There will be a brief meeting of the grounds arm in arm in arm in
the Ec. Academy today at 5:30 in arm.
the broom closet."
P. Worcester plans a vicious caSeptember of 1956 marked his reer in the selling game, selling ilfirst discussion with the former Ed- licit literature to ignorant mid-East
peasants.
itor. Again we quote:
Crosslington resigned today amidst
loud cheers, happy shouts, and gen-

Civilization Take
by Elliot Brooks

Kerr

It Away

Last night the Play Society gave a nice performance of Richard 11,
a play with historical significance in as much as it is concerned with
the history of a historically true king, by English playwright William
Shakespeare. The play is a strange play. It is not a tragedy, nor is it
a comedy, so it must 'be a history play since it has historical significance
in as much as the king, Richard, was real a long time ago. But still,
however, when you look back over the play there were many laughs in
it. The biggest one was when the murderer sneaking up on the king
slips and knocks over the wall, that scene was marvelous and everyone
seemed to enjoy it, except perhaps the king who remained on the floor
for the rest of the scene underneath the wall. Because of the comedy
of the play and the historical significance I think the play should be
called a historical play.
Now to get down to brass tacks (or as we say in Show Biz, stages
braces) the play will never be a success. Mr. Shakespeare I have been
informed has been writing for quite some time apparently without too
much success since this is the first time one of his plays ever was done
in Worcester. It is difficult to say what is wrong with the play mainly
because the character talk some sort of sing song language with thees
and thines all over the place. At times I even detected a poem or two
being recited. No one will ever accept this style of writing?it is far
too extreme even for 1958.
Another bad thing about the play is that the plot is too confused?
one minute Richard is king, next minute he is gone to Ireland for a
vacation and then when he comes back for no reason, they throw him
in jail and try to kill him. It seems to me Shakespeare should take
more time writing his plays and pay attention to what his characters
are doing.
As comedy, the play was a little better, the opening scene in which
the King banishes everyone in the court because he can't remember
the names of the two complaintants, is a scream. Another great bit is
when the king returns to England and says, "Let's sit and tell stories of
kings" and falls right through the trap door.
A strange lack of girls was noticed in this show. It might have been
a little better play if Shakespeare had put a little cheese-cake into it.
Summing up the play itself, one can only say that it will never
sell only because the characters speak funny, the comedy is not frequent
enough and no girls. A play with no girls will never go at the Cross
because we like girls.
The performance of the players in the parts ranges from the subliminal to the subhumari. In the titlerole of King Richard 11, Alf Landon
gave a really great performance as a men's man, strong, virile, afraid
of nothing and as trustworthy as a cocker spaniel. The only fault that
could be found with him was his inability to sing. As the King's bridge
partners, Bushy, Bagot, and Green, Jim Hart, Paul Shaffner and Tab
Marx were wonderful. Their quick repartee was fast and despite lines
(Continued on Page 2)

Today's Special
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Aqua, Aqua,
Everywhere...
The time has come to take a long
hard look at the deplorable condition of the water fountain on the
fourteenth floor of the Kissel Gymnasium. The student body has stood
silently by for too long without
speaking with forthright intensity
on this matter which is germaine
to the intellectual activities of every person connected with the academic world.
How long can our administration
stand idly by and continue its policy
of forthright vacilation on a problem which is severely hampering
each and every student academicwise?
They have founded committees
and commissions but nothing has
been done. We consider the situation extremely deplorable.

We of The Infidel herewith propose a cogent twelve point program for solving this frasco which
has been allowed to develop by official lassitude.
1) Amalgamate all water fountains under an individual head.

resulting from ennui among water

fountains.

6) Discover the raison d'etre of
the pontificating enigma within the
corporeal substance of the water
fountains.
7) Replace the faculty with a
horizontally virtical, strong student
government which will solve everything.
8) Sell the campus to William
Zechendorf in exchange for Rockerfeller Center.
9) Establish an aura of fraternal
reciprocity with Worcester Polytechnic Institute and their water

fountains which have received the
Goos Housekeeping Seals of Approval.

10) Raise The Infidel subsidy to
$35,775 annually.

Smashing Lecture

Letters
ELEANOR ANSWERS FROM
HYDE PARK

DEAR ELEANOR,
Our little daughter Dolly has
these strange looking pock marks
all around the crook in her arm
and looks real glassy eyed at times.
What should we do ?
ANXIOUS PARENTS
EL: Aw let the kid have a little
fun!

All Sorts of Culture Jazz

"The free spirit of the poet is mold the minds of youth," declared
being mercilessly crushed by Ivory Mr. Voom, "and it's getting so a
Towers." With these inspired kid can't even knife someone withwords, Mr. Petroclos Voom, the out being labelled a juvenile delinthird noted intellectual to lecture quent. ED. NOTE: "THE INat the College under the auspices FIDEL has no prejudice towards
juvenile delinquents. Fact is, it
of the Art Series, began his talk.
usually elects 'em Editor-in-Chiefs.
Rapt, culture avaricious students
slept. ED. NOTE: Contrary to
Mr. Voom asserted: "The time
popular opinion, those students has come for intellectuals to inDEAR ELEANOR
My son "Sonny" is being tor- who sat in aisles are not devotees filtrate all fields of public inmented by his father. But "Sonny" of Zen Buddism. They just like to formation, Government, T.V.,
Radio, T.V., Radio, T.V. After all,
is my only son even if he's thirty- sit on cold stone.
Mr. Voom declared, "It's better to
five and hasn't held a job yet and
A true humanist, Mr. Voom is a oil one Colt than choke on the Gunjust sits around the house mostly
world-renowned poet, critic, lec- smoke."
folding peanut butter and jelly
turer, raconteur, teacher and liver
sandwiches for his collection.
of the good life. ED. NOTE: An
Mr. Voom continued, "The trend
HIS MA
erroneous rumor has credited Mr. in modern life is towards togetherVoom with participation
the
ness. This is bad. It lowers intelEL: Enroll him at Holy Cross?he sistance in World War in ThisRe- lectual standards, depreciates the
11.
is
can continue these extracurriculars patent
falsehood. Only world-re- value of education, and besides I
a
there.
nowned French writers are ex- hate people. ED. NOTE: "Togetherguerrillas.
ness" is the official policy of
DEAR ELEANOR
not THE
Anyway, Mr. Voom clarified his McCALL'S MAGAZINE,
WE at Holy Cross have elected
INFIDEL. We hate each other, too.
you an honorary member of I.T.- opening remarks by adding, "InU.G. thinking it a fitting honor for tellectuals must rise from the Mr. Voom now launched into his
the former first lady. Do you have torporous depths of abysmal ennui, stirring peroration. "The time has
re-assert their raison-d'etre, and come for the radicals and the conany comment?
thereby assuage all chauvinistic in- servatives to get together and
I.T.U.G.
feriorities of scholastic feeling." formulate a common policy. What
EL: I CANNOT accept for I see ED. NOTE: At this point, Mr.
let's bust the trusts and
it's listed on the Attorney General's Voom challenged everyone to a I say is
nationalize
the utilities. And just
list of subversive organizations
debate under the sponsorship of because price-fixing is Anti-Ameriat least that's what the dean told THE INFIDEL. He even agreed to
can, let's not forget that Fair
me.
get a dictionary, find out what he Trading belongs to the great tradisaid, and tell everyone.
tion of free enterprise."

These proposals, modest in their
deceptive brilliance, will solve every problem of the school, which is
after all the shining goal of our
paper. We realize, of course, that
there will be much public acclaim
when the full import of these sug2) Set up a student committee gestions dawns on the populat in
to regulate inter-corridor water general and the administration in
fountain flow of traffic.
particular. However, all we want is
diploma from the glorious insti- DEAR ELINORE,
a
3) Keep water flowing on the
tution.
That is how we can resume
I understand that you are a decampus 24 hours a day. (We realife of crime which we had vout Pacifist. I hate war too. In
lize, of course, that this would in- the
started when our probation officer fact I think I hate war more than
volve raising tuition but we all
us to St. James Hill.
committed
you do. In fact I think I hate war
must make sacrifices).
4) Close all access to water fountains between 4:00 AM and 5:26
AM on every second Tuesday when
the moon is full and the tide is
four feet above normal in the Worcester River.

5) Avoid the assuagement of
chauvinistic feelings of inferiority

Civilization Take It Away
(Continued from Page 1)

that seem to have terribly long
pauses in them, they kept the pace
of the show at the proper slow level.
Henry Percy as Thomas Mowbray
was not quite as good as Thomas
Mowbray was as Henry Percy. In
the low comedy role of John of
Gaunt, Maurice Olivier got every
laugh possible. The scene in which
he pretends to die stutters through
that long speech has everyone in
the audience sick?with laughter
that is.
Tom Greene as Northslumberland was tiring but proved to be a
better actor than football player.
The only girl in the play, Maggy
Reilly as the Queen, was super stupendous, beautiful, moving, dramatic, gorgeous and belongs on
Broadway. (P.S.?Maggie, how
about going to the BC Victory
dance with me.)
The subhuman performance was
given by Alexander Thomas as the
Lord Marshal. Thomas did nothing
but swing from a rope across the
stage in time to "Civilization Take
it Away." The assorted knights,
heralds and pages played by the
football team were graceful and
sweet. In the minor role of Bolingbrooke Guy Clasby was adequately
adequate.

. ..

Well, as Mr. Voom was saying,
Mr. Voom concluded his lecture
"Used to be a kid reached 16, he with a rousing pep talk in which he
could go out and get a trade. Now, exhorted everyone to "Go out there
he's got to get his 8.A., 'fore he and think. Think for yourself. Be
more than I hate you. In fact I can go out and get a trade." ED. yourself. And if you flunk all your
Till our unselfish dedication is know I hate you more than
NOTE: All articles of opinion are
universally recognised we shall renot editorials. This is not an edi- courses, just remember this, you
EZRA
POUND
main in our stagnant obscurity suftorial. And articles of opinion do should'a thunk of that before you
fering for our art, drinking cheap EL: You are obviously a very dis- not necessarily reflect the official thunk of self. ED. NOTE: The
booze, working with our hats on, turbed young?best you be com- opinion of THE INFIDEL. The fact Staff and Managing Board of THE
dangling cigarettes from our sen- mitted to that institution in Woost- that they usually do is purely cir- INFIDEL wishes to take this opsuous lips, and generally acting er,
whose name slips my mind at cumstantial evidence and doesn't portunity to thank Mr. Voom for
like the hard-hearted journalists this moment.
count.
enabling them to print the largest
we are.
"The
individual
is being warped number of ED. Notes ever published
Dear Ellen-or (Barbara),
by all those nasty little people who in any newspaper.
I tried to buy a swell Holy Cross
Blazer, you know the one I mean,
the one with the lovely little cross
on the pocket. Well anyway they
wouldn't sell me one and how can. I
possibly go to those nifty mixers
at Sacred Heart without my ofand, really once you get to know ficial blazer. Ellen-or, come on, How Many of These "TURKEYS" Have You Missed?
please tell me what to do.
Betrayed?Queen Saroya
them they are not bad guys." Words
Bells are ringing?Roy Harris
quoted from the war memoirs of El: As uncle Ted used to say "We West Side Story-?AI Anastasia
King and I?Anne Boleyn
Omar ben Shudlich the great mili- got charged plenty at San Juan School for Scandall?Grace
Me and the Colonel?Ted Williams
Hill." My advice is to clothe your
tary leader of the Poofs in the puny
Don't
Go Near the Water?Sgt.
Metalious
form in a Regis sweat-shirt
Matthew McKeon
Fourth Century.
and save your money for a class Othello?Orval Faubas
ring?maybe they will sell you one The Rose Tattoo?Hester Prynne Damn Yankees?Warren Spahn
of those.
Indiscreet?Liz Taylor
Auntie Mame?"Dickie" Nixon
Once More With Feeling?Johnny
Long Day's Journey Into Night?
Stompanato
Laika
LAKEHURST, N.J., MAY 29, 1937
Look Down In Anger?Jack Barnes Kings Go Forth?Charles I
Separate Tables?Eddie Fisher and High Society?Mickey Cohen
Debbie Reynolds
Giant?Gene O'Pella
Blackboard Jungle?Vinny Promuto White Wilderness?John Casper
The Good Earth?John L. Lewis
Little Men?Dr. Anderson
Tarzan's Mate?Helen Hayes
The D.l.?Zeus
The Snorkel?Col. Lionel Crabbe
Island in the Sun?Fr. Maxwell
Bail Out at Forty Three Thousand
Walk East on Beacon?-Tom McCan
?Mike Todd

. ..

"We Have Met
The Enemy...

SNEK EEK
P

TheInfidel
weekly (except from November 26 to November 25) at Holy
College. Entered as 3rd rate matter at Ellis Island.

Polished

Suscription rate (too much.)

The single set, a blue sky and a
white bench was at times gaudy
but that was due more to the people
and the stage than the set itself.

LEGAL REPRESENTATION
Fink, Fink, Fink, and Funk
1555 1/5 Übangi Drive, E. Bombay Alaska
Gachigo Nosban Lazy Angles San Souci

The one unique factor which this
production proved was that there
is no need of a director. It seems
that the scheduled director left the
show the first day of rehearsals
and was never seen again but the
cast carried on and never missed
him. The result was that the show
was not hampered by many minor
details like pace and timing. The
actors just went out there and had
a good time.

Cross

Co-editors-in-chief
J. Frothington Mouth
Business Manager?Lucky Luciano

Tommy Rot, Jr.,

Asst. Editor

?

Bad Breath

News Editor?Dylan Tannis
Art Editors ?O Howie Draws

BE

COULDN'T BE
COULDN'T

done:

DONE:

TA/iTV WERE RIGHT!

This Winter Remember ...

SEMPER ÜBI SUB UBI"

Mangling Editor?Gretchen Brownanski
Staff Photographer?Phil T. Picture
Feature Editor ?Loganberry
Copy Editor?l Kant Read

Senior

Editor in

Sports Editor?Jack Strop
Major Editor?Logan L. Lust

Staff Artist?Cranston Fink
Magnolia Muggernut
Social Editor
Junior Editor in charge of typewriter
ribbons?John Flunky Jr., Wallace
Berry, Gawain Greenknight.

charge

of typists

Hoc Tui, B. B. Baumshelter, Fabian Glob,

President of the College has
appointed Fr. N. O. Foolin, S.J.
Assistant Director of The Inquisition.

J. F.

X. Batbach

Full ass't Editor in charge of Half ass't editors

Foots Tanaus, A. D. A. McPhitt, General Charles DeGaulle
Credits: Jackie A Jockle; Crack N Craige Comeau, Ormondo O. O'Neil.
Chelm Smithers Moderator

Forever and

ever
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HEY !!
SKINNY...
The Big Fellows from B.C. push
around at the basketball game
on Thursday night? Ashamed to
take off your shirt at the beach?
Scared to walk into the Secretary
of the Colleges' office? Left out
when you call Newton or Regis for
a date? Short of breath? Get sick
on your applesauce every night at
supper? Can't keep sand out of
your eyes? HUH!

LCRUSADE ine-Up

you

Left End?Charlie (Wrists) Pacunas
Lured to Holy Cross with the promise of suede shoes and an
authentic Vinny Promuto gang button?invented a bean-blower for
watermelons and came North from Baltimore because Cross captain
Healy had the only mouth big enough to use it?his hobby is polishing
his Air Force R.O.T.C. wings as well as his own.
?

)7

QBTOM GREENE ON

J//
( / //

Left Tackle?John Carullo
Landed on St. James Hill quite by accident?it seems he was headed
for Siberia all the time and the resemblance between the Cross campus
and the salt mines was enough to cause him to land in the wrong spot.
Was parchesi champ at Williams until he was dethroned by an insignificant freshman (most of the Cross freshmen are you know) ?too bad
because he was one of the few parchesi majors left in the school.

A SHORT GAIN AGAINST
VASSAR.

Left Guard?Dave Perini
Has been Santa Claus for the last twelve years at Jordan Marsh

Well listen to what Smedley E.
Furd had to say after taking the
Anderson Body Building Course.
"I used to get pushed all over the
beach by these big bullies who
weighed well over two hundred
pounds, and because I only weighed
one hundred and nineteen I could
not even fight back. I took Dr. Anderson's course and now weigh two
hundred and nineteen and you
know what happens when I go to
the beach now? Well, I'll tell you.
I get pushed around by guys who
weigh three hundred pounds. Forget this rotten course unless you
want to get pushed around even
more."

during the off-season?he was quite large for a child (as a a matter of
fact he is still quite large for a child). Mid-night commander of Mid
Night Auto Supply Inc.?Stole more hub-caps than any other Crusader
but flunked his major "Greek Coins" when he mistakenly stole his Prof's
wheels from his chariot and tried to put them on Tommy Greene's 1959

Write Home

Cadillac convertible.

Center?Joe Peattie
Noon-Time commander of the same organization. A Debutante last
year?he finally came out of the Cross dressing room after the score
was H.C. 24 Vassar 6. (This was due to the fact that the Vassar center
hadn't come out yet and "petite" didn't want to associate with anybody
who wasn't in his social class.) After the Vassar center was thrown out
of the game for roughing up Vinny Promuto he returned and although
he was able to finish the game two of his fingernails were broken and he
suffered a severe run in his left stocking.
Right Guard?Jim (gums) Healy
During the summer months he started with an Ipana testing job
but was fired for obvious reasons?also walks floors in the local phone
booth to keep in shape. He was trapped on the Cross campus after escaping from the Worcester Zoo?Beat out Myrtle Purple of Worcester
Classical for the center berth in Regis's All American stag line?Sixth
year on the Cross campus and still hasn't graduated?he still can't seem
to get accustomed to the environment (people wearing shoes and all)
?Has already gotten a job with the army testing wind-tunnels (he is
supplying the wind).

Right Tackle?Joe Moore

Poofs I Have Known
By

Maki Lelan

"I remember well the day I
saw my first poof (or pouffe as my
French friend Pepe Cola calls
them). It was February 20, 1954,
the centennial anniversary of the
73rd marriage of Maharajah Aga
Mamville. The weather was quite
warm, about 110 degrees, two
points above normal for February,
as I rode my trusty camel, "Paint,"
across that small streak of sand
covered desert between Bagdad and
El Morocco which, because of the
huge number of flamingos and sparrows that inhabit the region, is
called Birdland. I noticed in the
distance a form gaily tripping
through the sands. When I came
upon this form he greeted me with,
"Well, hello, what a pretty camel
you have." Since I have always
been partial to folks who liked
camels, I dismoutedfor a long winter's chat.

Great Tarzan fan?still lists his home as the Belgian Congo?Had
a job in Kansas City before being fired because they found out his name
had been Shortened from Mooreroskolinkovavitch and they couldn't
My newly acquired friend quickly
get his name on a time clock?last year made the Quantico Marines
All-opponent team along with Khrushchev and Charley Wilson?related told me his name was Rocky and
to Lawn Moore who terrorized the Cross campus years ago with his that he was a poof. To this I answered, "That's nice but what's a
chlorine gas experiments.
poof?" Rocky drew back and in a
rather shocked tone said, "You
mean to say that you can sit there
Right End?Dave (Sticky) Steechi
on your desert and tell my you
don't know what a poof is. Well, I
P.L.C.
up
the
Cross
to
avoid
the
draft
and
wound
as
a
Came to
just swear!" "I'm quite sorry," I
guardin
Pretty
Lovely
Cutie).
duty
Egypt
Asked for
(That stands for
said, "but I've been sick and
ing embassies so he could be near his pet camel "Chesty"?expelled Before I
could go any further, he
from Cross three times for trying to burn down Fitton Field?most said, "I know how it is. I had a
popular man on the squad with the name of Steechi?Anderson labels
terrible case of Prescott disease
him a great college prospect after prepping at the Cross?A great last week. That's a rare malady
advocate of two-platoon systems?thinks it insures safer landings.
you get from living in an apartment with nine or ten poofs." "I'm
quite sorry," I replied, "but you
going to explain what a poof
were
?Tommy
Greene
Quarterback

...

Biggest claim to fame is the fact that he is the brother of Alfred
E. Greene whose last name has been changed so that he will not disgrace
Tommy. Has not lived up to his expected form so far this year but Coach
Anderson has announced that Tommy will attend school this coming
year at Somerville High School because of their fine record in turning
out football players of high caliber. Although not big as football
players go Tommy is by no means skinny. His 5 foot 3 inch frame was
used as a tree in a recent Regis dramatic production.

is."

to

mother

"Certainly," he said, "well, we
I mounted trusty old "Paint" and
poofs come in assorted sizes, shapes began to ride away, when a thought
and sometimes colors, but that is hit me, I turned and asked, "I
an exception rather than the rule. know what they do and what they
The standard everyday poof is tall, look like but what is a poof?"
thin, has curly black hair and a
"Oh," said Rocky, "a poof is a
charming singing voice, (to other Persian fairy, what else."
poofs, that is). Poofs are usually
"In the middle of Iraq. Why that
found in the plains and deserts of dirty lowdown John Foster Dulles,

Southwest Asia; however now and he told me this was Persia. He
never knows where he is, he just
hops on a plane and Volare. No
wonder I can't find any fairy
friends around here." He then began to rant and rave in his native
tongue, so I thought I'd better be
on my way.
When I reached the big O, my
wife was sitting in the shade of
the old fig tree smoking her cool
refreshing Newport. She greeted
me with her favorite expression,
"What kept you, you louse."
"The funniest thing happened to
Democratic because we haven't had
a really hot February since the me on the way to the oasis today
New Deal became old. That's about Zsa Zsa," I said. "I met a poof
named Rocky."
all there is to tell, my poofsie."
"You met a what, named who,"
Rather stunned I got up off my she bellowed.
desert and said, "Well, that's quite
"A poof, P-O-O-F, that's a
interesting but don't you have any
Fairy."
Persian
hobby or game to occupy your free
Well that's about the end of my
time?"
story, friends. I still have the lump
"Yes," he said, "I personally like on my head where Zsa Zsa hit me
tiptoeing thru the tulips but I have with her autographed hula hoop
the hardest time finding tulips in but I shall soon be well again, the
this climate. Then again I'm just climate here in Tahiti works wonwild about catching falling stars." ders. Before I leave there's one
"I'm afraid I have to be on my bit of advice I'd like to give you,
way, my wife is waiting at the "If you ever see a poof anywhere,
Oasis smoking her Newports," I don't.
said.
* The author is a well known au"Drop off any time," he said, thority on the ancient history of
"I'm usually floating around."
the art of using red suspenders.
again one may stray elsewhere.
The other day we got a report that
there was one in Boston, of all
places. Poofs are difficult to see;
only those who smoke soapy water
pipes or those who drink pickled
vodka,can see us twenty-four hours
a day. We become visible to everyone only in hot Februarys. Poofs
are very ambitious. They like to
build sand castles, play scrabble,
drink Manischewitz and read Erskine Caldwell. We are mostly Republicans but last time we voted
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Full Back??
No one has been found yet who wishes to play this position. Tryouts are still being held.
Right Half Back?Joe Stagnone

Transferred from Wellesley to major in home economics. He also
is the author of "Ninety-Nine Ways To Prepare Applesauce." His initial
attempt to direct a Holy Cross Dramatic Society production failed when
the horse on which Lady Godiva was riding broke through the stage
door and proceeded to spread the word throughout Worcester that
Playtex Living Girdles really contained no vital principle thus forcing
the Societies' sponsor to drop their investment in his production.
Left Half Back?John (Ethan) Allen
One of the original "Green Mountain Boys"?best yodeller in New
England?Calls signals on offense (this is necessary because he is the
only starter who can talk coherently)?Used to model "Living Lipstick"
but he was censured by NCAA for professionalism. Awarded the Mamie
Reilly annual trophy for having the cleanest uniform in Holy Cross
history?member of national society for advancement of vicunas.

UWIVrTRSiTY CHA-CHA CLUB
HOTEL
BEHIND THE SHOESTORE
BAWD FORD
PETE BOWLA <g HJS ALL-JUG BAND
BEAUTIFUL BALLAOS BELLOWED BY BfLLY GEAUT/FUL
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"Where Particular People Congregate"
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The world ended shortl y before
11:30 iast night. It came as a blow
to the entire universe. Martians expressed electro-magnetic shock.
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